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Tracking ani11rnb by follo11·ing footprints in dust, 
lllUd, s:md or snow is probably ti1e oldest known 
mdhod of idPntifying auimab present in an area, and 
tnu·ing thl'ir 111ovPrnents. :\Ian's earl~- e1·olution aud 
su,•c('ss dqwnded largdy upon nu understanding of 
ae.tiYit)· patterns and 111ovP111P11ts of a11imals within 
his immPdiate l'nYirom11ent. J [unting .suc<"E'ss, which 
111ust havP influp111·Pd the P\'('lltual risP of mau, de-
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pended on being able to assume that an undisturbed 
aninial in his uncontrolled environment follows a 
known activit!· and movement pattern. 

This papPr is a synthesis of temporal and spatial 
parnmdPrs of activity found during the course of 
comparative community studies using a sand tnrnsec-t 
teehnique. 

EvPn very small animals leave trnils on the ground. 
:\Iacro-organisms, including most arthropods, annelids 
and !llollusks, plus all vertehrntes, !Pave locomotary 
impressions on fine sand. The te<'hnique used to deter
mme netivity is to note thP ],wation and direction of 
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Fm. 1. A portion of eaeh of the 3 transect sites in 
1964. Top, woods transect. Center, south half of the 
circular field transect. Bottom, first 450 ft of the ecotone 
transect. It extends another 300 ft into the forest. 

crossings of individual species across a fine sand tran
sect at regular intervals of time. The location of the 
transect delimits the scope of the problem. 

Three transects were established (Fig. 1) ; the first, 
made in 1962, begins in a field and ends inside a 
forest ( ecotone transect). In 1963 a second transect 
was macle in a field ( field transect), and a third in 

the forest ( woods transect). The data presented was 
gathered over a period of 3 years from 1962 through 
1964. 

To date several hundred thousand transect cross
ings, plus meteorological data, have been recorded. 
From this wealth of data only facets that will assist 
in dealing with activity data at the species level are 
presented. Changes in spatial utilization patterns in 
time will be associated with the general biotic and 
physical factors which affect activity. Most communi
ties have species from diverse evolutionary groups, 
so gradients in activity are also viewed from an 
evolutionary standpoint. 

Both the technique and the type of data presented 
are new. A synthesis of community activity is the 
objective of this study. This paper opens a new 
aspect of community ecology and a review of litera
ture at the species level will not be attempted. 

RELATION OF THIS STUDY TO 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 

When comparing studies, 2 essential premises must 
be used : 1) the aims of the studies must be the same, 
at least in part, and 2) the units of measurement 
must be comparable or have a known relationship. If 
these requirements are satisfied, the relation of this 
study to previous studies can be meaningfully assessed 
by reviewing the types of data produced by other 
methods. 

The most complete descriptive comparison of ter
restrial communities was done by Fautin (1946). Al
though he used the best numerical census methods 
available at that time, he had to change methods for 
different species, or groups of species. Possibly be
cause of the work involved, this kind of study has 
never been repeated. The present study is similar to 
Fautin's in that it is directed in part toward an 
elucidation of the structure of terrestrial communi
ties. The system presented here is simpler, less 
strenuous, and uses a single technique that samples 
all macro-organisms that move along the ground. It 
describes possible co-actions in time without having to 
estimate the number of animals in each population. 
Obviously a biomass pyramid cannot be drawn from 
my data, but they show what changes in energy flow 
might occur through the community in time. For ex
ample, it will be shown that red squirrels Tamiasciurus 
hudsonicus suddenly change from a random feeding 
pattern of maple seeds to restricted straight line 
movements when they begin to feed on conifer seeds. 
This demonstrates not only a change in spatial utiliza
tion of a habitat, but also a change from one energy 
source to another. This then is quite a different ap
proach from Fautin's which gave periodic estimates 
of species abundance. The results of the 2 studies 
cannot be directly compared because numbers of ani
mals do not equate with transect crossings. 

Calhoun (1946) pointed out the great variations in 
results of various authors who had tried to determine 
peak periods of activity of Microtus in field studies; 
studies mostly based on time of capture. It was not 
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until Pearson (1959, 1960) published the results of 
his trailic surveys using photographic recorders that 
much sense was made of the variability previously 
found in activity data. llis system yielded data like 
those presented in this paper, but they came from 
specific points rather than from a continuous line. 
.My system gives readings at a large nurnbPr of points 
but saerilices pref'.ision regarding the exact time and 
climatological conditions of each crossing. Since 
variations in climatic ~onditions near the soil-air 
interface are pronounced, I question the importance 
of precision of the measurements except during hours 
of thermal inversions. One point in favor of the tran
sect system ovPr the photographic recorder is that 
the fonner yields data on events outside runways, 
and gives relatively more data during specific clima
tologieal conditions such as showers, thunderstorms, 
etc. 

Other methods that have been used to study the 
interadions of populations are visual observations, 
trap n•capture mPlhods and activity meters. 

Visual observation is more frcc1uently used in 
studiPs of bird, arnl reptiles than of mammals. It is 
also standard praetice in determining activity, move
ments, tlw deli111itatio11 of territorie.-; of marked and 
urn11arkPd diurnal birds. Partieularly among diurnal 
liwrds it has heen sue!'!'ssfnlly used to dP111onstratP 
whetl11•1· potentiall:, c•ompetitive speeies are active at the 
same time ( I ngPr !D."i9) and also in studies of spatial 
relations (imtantmwous position in space) of closely 
relat!'d species ( Hand 19fi4). Visual observation in 
mumnalian studies has hl'('ll largely n·stricted to co111-
munity studil'., or largP diurnal herbin)res. Pirlot 
(19.'i6) describes at some length difficulties iu visual 
censusing on the Lua111a plains cluP to the diPl and 
irregular displacenwnts of individuals and herds. Al
though most vi;;ual work has hPP!l restricted to diurnal 
speciPs, Southern, ·watson & Chitt~· (194G) used in
frared radiation to observe the nocturnal activity of 
animals. 

The major drawba~k of visual ohsern1.tio11 is that 
the observer must have a elear continuous Yiew. 
Visunl ohservations of small quadrates on bare ground 
or rock faees would be possihle, hut have not heen 
reported. The sand transPc·t produces larger samples 
and in relatiYely diffic,ult situations with some restric
tions in distinguishing certain smaller species. 

To compare sand transec-t and visual observation 
studiPs, nwasurPs of artivity rates from the latter 
would he requirPcl. 

Trap ancl rPrapturp is h,· fnr tlw most popular 
nwthod u,Pd in 11iammalia11 population prology. Trap 
sizes and baits used v:iry frn111 stu1ly to study. Re
mits of thc'.SP ,tudies :ll"l' not interpretable at thP 
eommunit:, leYPl becausP of diffrrences in the effi
C'iPnC'y of typPs and rnakes of traps ( Sealander & 
,James 19;i8) nncl thP hetcrogenPity of trap rPsponse 
( GP is rn:-,:-,). The teehnique tells little about adivity 
ratPs ancl is highly suh.iec·tin in determining micro
shifts in spatial utilizati011. In sand trac·king·, specific 
a1·pas of utilization within a habitat, /JS wPll as micro-

shifts, can be detected at the population or com
munity levels. Problems which hinge on the symmetry 
or asymmetry of 24 hr cycles of animal activity in 
communities as propose<l by Park (1941) (•annot be 
<letermined by normal trapping methods. C sually the 
worker does not know when, or during which part 
of its active period, an animal was trapped. \Villiams 
( 1959), using pitfall traps and special deviees to de
termine the period during which the animals were 
captured, tried to show the symmetry of activity in 
evolved communities. Unfortunately the system killed 
the animals and was only practical for insects and 
shre1rn. In my study, the symmetry of activity will 
be shown to be strongly influenced by weather, a 
factor whieh Williams did not consider. Pitfall trap
ping methods can determine the hours at which ani
mals are :wtive more easily than other trapping meth
ods, but thPy cannot determine shifts of animal 
ranges. 

Park, Loekett & ::\Iyers (1931) and Park (19371 

1938) devised many instruments and systems to mea
sure time of aetivity. While their work laid essential 
foundations for the present work on the periodicity 
of animal activity, it was done largely in sensitive 
activity cages that could only measure the activity 
of one individual at a time. In the Panamanian rain 
forest Park (1935) used the number of calling frogs 
as an index of animal aetivity. Park's work is of 
parti('lllar interest because measuremenb; of 6 popula
tions wp1·e takPn synchronously. Park's approach is 
c·on1p!emPntary in that he measun•d n vital activity 
which was not associated to loeomotion. 

DyPs of urine and feces as used by Kindel (1960) 
in spec•ili!· easPs permits determination of individual 
animal movements. Radiotelemetry, like dyes, is a 
sophisticatl•d mdhod to determine animal movernents, 
hut has hPC'n limited to single population studies. In 
spite of the potential of biotelemetry, as described hy 
.\dams (1965) and others in the issue of BioScience 
devotPd to tf'lcmetry, it still SPerns unlikely that it 
will ever he entirely praetical in studying animal com
munities. 'l'wo problems arise; 1) only animals above 
a cert:iin size can carr_v a transmitter, and 2) a 
large hut limited numhrr o[ animals can be tracked 
on]~- at g-rPat rx1iense. Paths of movement and time 
of aetiYity c-/ln hP precisely detern1ined by radiotele-
111etr)·, hut to understand the fumtion of communi
tiPs, ]o(•ntion in timP of any individual must be known 
in n•lation to coacting individuals of the same, and 
otlwr spp1•ic•s. Sand tracking tells us both what was 
and ,vns not at a point during· a period. 

.\ sn1nkPcl paprr tracking technique has been used 
:1t thP population levPl by :\fayer (1957), ,Justice 
( 1961, Hl62) and Shep pt> ( 1965), but tlwse studies 
ar<' rPstridcd to counts in small areas, from a few 
square inehes to a square yard. These studies have 
prod1wPd point counts in specific situations sueh as 
lmnows, rumrnys, and frcding station.,. Both ,Justice 
and Slwppe toc-clippPd to rPcognizr individuals. 

Snnd trarking has hef'n usrd at tlw population 
LPvel for c•pnsuring a deer population during migra-
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tion (Wright & Swift, 1942) and to study the activity 
of raccoons ( Stains, 1956). Stains reviews the 
benefits of the tracking system and states that the 
disadvantages are: 1) the animals are not examined, 
2) individuals are not recognized, and 3) rain and 
freezing impair track counts. Although my tracking 
system does not overcome the first 2 disadvantages, 
using a canopy over the track has overcome the latter 
two. 

Recently Odum (1964) pointed out that the con
cept of ecological levels of organization and the shift 
from descriptive to functional studies have done much 
to unify the roots of ecology into a stem. The roots of 
ecology as defined by Odum are : 1) studies at the spe
cies or natural history level, 2) studies bearing on the 
physical factors of the environment, 3) studies at the 
population level, 4) community studies, and finally 
5) studies of tropho-dynamics, bioenergetics, and 
biogeochemical cycles. Blair (1964) stated that "no 
reasonable adequate functional analysis of a natural 
ecosystem exists." My study is in no way a reason
able functional analysis of the ecosystem, but it is 
an analysis which considers at least the first 4 roots 
of ecology and gives us insight into the problems of 
the fifth root. This study is of particular interest 
at the community level because it is not restricted to 
·any 1 phylum or class of animals. Platt, et al. (1964) 
state that "ultimate answers can be obtained only in 
the uncontrolled environments of nature," and "the 
study of environmental relationships in uncontrolled 
conditions is extremely difficult." If theories can be 
developed on the basis of activity data (and I can
not see why not) then this system is an extremely 
simple way to analyse communities operating on the 
surface of the ground in uncontrolled conditions. 
Eventually, a reasonable functional analysis at the 
ground stratum should give better insight into the 
;nalyses of other strata in communities. 

SITE 
The study area is 2 miles north of the village of 

Lac Carre Terrebonne County, Quebec (latitude 46° ' . 09', longitude 74 ° 29'), an area of the mid-Laurentian 
·series, approximately 65 miles northwest of Montreal. 

.. 600 

.. 580 

.. 560 

.. 540 

.. 520 

.. 500 

FIG. 2. Lateral view (looking east) of a topographic 
model of the area showing the relative position of ter
races caused by a series of post glacial ice dams. Figures 
on the right indicate the position of a series of 20 ft 
contours. The height scale of the model is 8 times the 
surface scale. 

FIG. 3. A 45° angle view of the topographic model 
used in Fig. 2, with the position of the sand transects 
indicated F = field transect, E = ecotone transect, W = 
woods transect. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

The true elevation of the study area ranges from 
1000 to 1200 ft. The elevations in figures are accurate 
relative to one another only. It is estimated that 1000 
ft elevation corresponds to a point between the 480-
540' contours in the figures. The higher elevations in 
the southeast section of the area (upper right Figs. 
2, 3 & 4) once formed a large basin. Cutting through 
this and forming a prominent feature of the topog
raphy is a small creek from which a 100-ft slope 
rises to the south and a 200-ft slope to the north. 
This creek enters a larger south flowing creek in the 
flat, wide, valley bottom. A main road runs parallel 
to the larger creek. A significant aspect of the topog
raphy is the flat terraces clinging to the sides of the 
north and south slopes (Figs. 2, 3 & 4). The terraces 
are postglacial delta-type deposits formed as a res~lt 
of glacial damming some 2 miles down the mam 
stream ( Laverdiere & Courtemanche, 1961). From 
the 600 ft elevation down, the slopes between terraces 
are very abrupt in the small creek drainage basin. 
In the wide valley bottom (lower margin Figs. 3 & 4) 
deposits were only made in the northeast co_rn?r 
(these are at the 525 ft level) and occur to withm 
200 ft of the small creek. Finally, at the 510 ft level 
there is a lower deposit on which the house stands . 
This deposit is mainly till with alluvium smoothing 
out some of the minor depressions . 

Kettleholes are common in the general area, and 
the ecotone transect runs through one. This area is 
shown as a spring flooded area in Fig. 4. The bot
toms of these kettleholes have a thick deposit of 
alluvium which contains little clay, is rather uniform 
in particle size, and drains in approximately 2 weeks 
after spring run-off. After heavy rains of 0.75 to 
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FIG. 4. Map of the area showing the relation of the transects to one another and the larger categories of 

the vegetation. This figure is oriented as in Fig. 3. The beginning of each transect is indicated by an 0. 

1.0 inch when thP Parth is saturatPd, watPr aerunm

lates in thP hole for a day or two. 

SOIL AXD TTS IrnLATION TO 
DEN AXD COVER SITI<~S 

Soil structure profilPs iu this podzolic region arc a 

cornplPx of layers of glaeiPl drift and fine alluvium. 

There are 3 types of soil lwneath the organic strata: 

1) bedroek and large boulders are found in the north-

we,t sl'ction of the large valley and on the west slope 

of thP lllOuntain facing this region, and in the area 

south of the small erePk between levels :i00 and 520, 

:2) glacial till, rubble varying from two feet diameter 

honlders doll'n to fine sand, which is most ubiquitous, 

is ha.rd packPd, contains little silt or clay and is 

permeablP, 3) hard packed alluvial fine sands (mostly 

100 and :200 lllcsh) are found in pockPts at the bot

toms of kett!Pholcs, or iu layers a few im·hes to 

,PvPral frpt thirk along the abrupt slopes hrtwren 
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terraces. The fine sand layer of the terraces is usual
ly overlain by glacial rubble along their inner mar
gins. Dens of Jiarmota, Mephitis and Vlllpes are 
usually found in the fine sands. Microt11s seem to be 
pioneer den species and the only animals capable of 
digging and maintaining dens in the glaeial rnbble, 
partieularly in areas disturbed by agriculture. 

,\s a seeondary result of agriculture, stones have 
!wen piled around immO\·able boulders or thrown 
down the steep slopes at the edges of terraces in 
the valle~·. Twnias, Jfio.rotus, Sorex, Blarinu, Tha111-
1w11his, Storeria and arthropods use rock piles as 
cover if the structure of adjacent vegetation is suit
able. 

CLBIATE 

The site is in the region which Trewartha classifies 
as a humid continental climate with cool summers. 
The <·oldest month averages belo,,- 32° F, the warmest 
above ci0° F but below 7Ui° F and pn·<·ipitntion 
oer·rn·s throughout the yPar ( J<:sppnshadP l!HiO). :\!or!' 
specific dimati<'. fratures arP drawn t'ro111 Tho11tas 
( I !J:i:l). Day length rnri<·s fnn11 ·" hr :rn 111in to Fi 

HOURS HOURS 

16 300 
l&.I 

::c z 
I- 14 250 ::c (!) u, z z 
l&.I ::> 
..J 12 200 V, 

>- I&. 

Cl 10 150 0 
0 

u, 
a: 

8 100 ::> 
0 ,,, 

B ::c 
¾ '--· 50 

>- 50 C :,,: 
!/) 

a: 
Cl 40 
l&.I 
..J 
0 

I&. 30 
0 

~ . 
20 

J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 

Fir;. :;_ A-- ,l:iv l,·11gth, (solid lint,) co111pute,l for lati
tude ·1-1> 0 Off. B-- rncnn hours of sunshine per month 
(broken line). .\lthough eu1·n•s A and B look similar, 
June lias 5 timPs :is many sunshine hours as December, 
whet·eas the <lay length has 011ly ,loublcd. C-r,erc'.entage 
of clear sky has.••1 on the mean number of daylight 
hours \\hieh will br, elou<lless during eaeh month. 

hr S7 mm. Sunshine hours n1ry from G2 hr in No
vember and December to 2o7 hr in .July. This repre
sents 21 % sunshine in daylight hours for November 
ver,ms ci5% of undouded sky in ,July (Fig. ;'i). }lean 
annual precipitation is 3:i inches, while the rainfall is 
25 inehes (5 inches in spring, 10 inch,~s in surnmer 
and 9 inches in fall). On the average at least 0.1 

inches of ram falls every fourth day. The w:nd is 
predominantly from the southwest to northwest at a 
mean velocity of 10 miles per hr. Topography of the 
site influences the daily wind patterns. Northwest 
winds funnel in from the west-southwest and cold 
enning air drifts from the <·ast. The rnain valley 
bottom wh<•rp the field tramPct is located is suscepti
hlP to !'Old air floods due to a topographic constriction 
of the valley at the south end. The kettlehole along 
the ecotone transect is a frost pocket. 

VEGETATIOX 

Because the size range of animals studied is large 
vegetation is described at 3 levels. 

The general structures are: maple (Acer sp.), yel
low birch (Betula lutea), and beech (Fagus grandi
folia) are found particularly on south slopes, while 
varying amounts of softwoods are interspersed among 

RUBUS SPECIES 

MOSS 

A 

SHORT SPRUCE REGEN. 

BRUSH EDGE 

GRASS a FORBS 

TALL SPRUCE a BALSAM 

HARDWOOD CLUMP 

<i3P ROCK PILE 

ACCESS PATHS 

SHARP BANK 

TALL MIXED HARDWOODS 

Fm. 6. Detailed maps of arms adjacent to each tran
Reet, A-Rprucc (Piccn sp.) sa va1111a. B-Sparsc grasses 
awl forlws. C-Predo111i11antly patches of 111oss and 
sparse grass. D---Prcdominantly low IJ!ackbcrry (Rubus 
sp.) lrns!Jps hut with moss and grass internpersed. E
lJ<'nse grnss area which inclu,les a small willow (Salix 
sp.) all(l al<ler (Alnus sp.) sa1·a1ma. 
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the hardwoods on north and west slopes; spruce 
(Picea sp.) and balsam (.Abies balsamea) on the val
ley bottom. Trembling aspen (Populus trcmuluides), 
white birch (Betula papyrifera) and spruce are the 
most common pioneer species. For greater detail see 
Bider (HHll). 

The character and position of the vegetation which 
influence the spatial movements of medium-sized ani
mals are depidcd in Fig. 6. In the firld the most 
important features of the surrounding vegetation arc: 
the proximity of the tr~nsect to the c-reek with its 
alder ( Al>ms sp.) covcr; the spruce savanna ( top 
right) ; and alder-willow ( Salix sp.) savanna (bottom 
left), which are diagonally oppositP; the position of 
the fen<'<' which includrs a broken hedgerow of choke 
cherries ( I'runns virginiana) ; and finally the position 
of areas ,vhere Rulms and mosses are dominant. In 
the woods 3 charackrs arc important. Firnt, the tran
seet is at the encl of a terrace (Fig. 3). This consti
tutPs :i deaclend for anirnals that 111ove along the 
terraces. Second, coniferous tre!'s nrP closer to the 
traek along st>dions from 400 to 0 arnl 0 to 2:'i0. 
Third, thr section lwt\1·cen 2:'i0 and .J.00 runs along 
the foot of thr mountain slop<•. BPcausr of the im
portanec of the latter 2 eharaetl'ro the transect was 
divided into 3 s!'ctions of 1:'i0 ft each in the following 
mm11wr: sedion 1 from 400 to 100, sr<·tion 2 from 
JO() to 2:'i0 :md S('ction 3 from 2ii0 to 400. The posi
tion of thP crotonP transPet rrlativ(' to surrounding 
ngPtation is th<' most complex. ThP first 1.50 ft is 
t~·picnl of a field situation. The varia hle depths and 
cl('nsit:-: of choke cherrirs and ha7,elnut ( Corylus 
con111ta) along the forpst rclge is particularly impor
tant ,inc-r the transeet nrns dmn1 the middle of thP 
hay for a distance of ahout 300 ft. The section 
hd11·pp11 4:'i() ft nm1 GOO ft is tl1r most vnriahle. The 
first 2.'i ft is flat and 01wn. Frnrn this point, whic-h 
coinci<lPs with thP Pdge of thr ,1·oods, the transPct 
clirnh, ahrnptly to the GOO-ft mark with on!:-: one 
intPrruption of about 1:'i ft whPrP it meets the fence
linc. Slopr, variation in vPgdation, and the fence 
Iinr all influpm•e ani111al netivit:-·. The area acljacrnt 
to thP last 1:'i0 ft of thP tnm,Pf't is similar to that of 
the woods transPd, hut thP terrac-e on whic-h this 
sPction lirs is not a dPadPnd, and thr slop('s do"·n 
from thr t('rrace arr not as ahrupt. 

Veg('tation and sit(' data were recorded by Dan
srrPau's (1!Vi8) S)·stPrn (Fig. 7). Section 1 of the 
ecot<mP n'pr('sPnts thr first lfi() ft of the trnnsect, 
section 2 from 1 :'i0 to 300 ft, sretion 3 from 300 to 
4:'i0 ft, sedion 4 frorn 4:'i() to GOO ft and section .'i 
from GOO ft to th(' Pnd of thP tramsect. SC'ction 1 of 
the rc-otn1w is sirnilar to thP firld which is homogr
neous rxc('pt for an occasional hush or small spruce 
along the PrlgP of thP fiPld transed. Seetion .5 is 
structurally similar to the woods transect except that 
the maplrs along the latter have multiple stems. 
Vegrtation along section 2 of the ecotone, through the 
kettlcholP, is composed of moisture tolerant species. 
In section 3 young pioneer trees are common in an 
area shaded during much of the first half of the day. 

Section 4 is eharaderistie of the t•dgc of the wood
land with a l!irgc diversity in spPcies and size of 
plants. 

HereaftPr, nu111hPrPd s<'ctio11s ll'ill he designated as 
S.1, S.2, 8.3, etc. 

J\mTHODS 

CoNSTHl'CTIOX OP TRACKS 

A Gravely hand traetor \\'ith rotary plow was used 
to hrPak the surface of the ground, and a rotary 
cultivator was usPd to pulveri7'P the soil. This was 
clone to a clrpth of ahout 6 imhe.-s. The rotary culti
vator clisturl)('d a :Hi-ineh strip of soil. Soil contain
ing pchhlPs and orga11i<' 11iattPr ,nb raked into small 
piles to dry. :Uost of thP fi11p soil was then shaken 
out onto the transed and the remainder scattered 
into thr arljaeent arra. This prneeclurr w:,s repeatl>cl 
until th<> transect was free from rnots and pebblt>s. 
1Yhr11 the soil was wettest tllP transect was thPn com
pacted by running· on1· it s<>n•ral times with the 
tra(•tor. Rain after (·0111paction trncled to smooth out 
thl' tire tracks. The last step of the process was to 
lay down a half-inch laypr of finp sand; lumpy sand 
ean usually he rolled with a garden roller after one 
good drying day. On abrupt topography an empty 
roll('r, with one p(~rson treacling on it was used. After 
the surfae(' had clriPcl an Pmpt_Y roller, jammrd so as 
not to turn, was dragged m·pr the sand lenving an 
idPal trac-ki11g surfaeP. 

T~sing· this process, it took .J. lll:111-weeks to complete 
1200 ft of' transPct. Absrrn'(' of grass roots in the 
11·oocls allowrd transect constrnetion at fi0 ft per man
hour. T'ndPr good drying conditions, such as in hard
woods hPfon, grern-up, 450 ft of tran,Pr·t could be 
rPndY in :l cla:vs. 

J\IAINTF,NANl'e: 

As thP datn nre hPing gatlH•rPd, thP transPct is 
p1•:rned hy rlra.gging an 18-inc-h soft hristlP push broom 
down tlw traek. LatPral clisplaePment of sand is 
neglig·iblP. UnlC'ss thC' transect is cireulal', the start 
losPs sand whilC' the end accumulates it, therefore the 
sand at t!H' starting end 11111st hP rPph•nishcd PVPry 
2 to :l \\'ePks. f;ppfi gl'rmination :md vrgetation en
(·roaeh1nent necessitate periodic weeding. When tran
spcts WPre heing usrrl pPriodirally, they were sprayed 
with a )wrhieid~ and tPmporary germination inhibitor 
(])owpm1) after Pach tra(•king session. 

'\VIH•n erosion fro111 surfnee drain-off oceurrPd, ac
c-u111nlntPtl sand dPposits on thP tra<'k wrre removed. 
This snnd w:,s re-usPd to fill Pl'Osion gul!C'~·s if it did 
not <•nntain organie dPhris. ThP most effective nwthod 
of dryi11g a trac-k aftt>r a rain,tonn was; a) raking 
with n gardrn rakP to brPak thP capillary movement 
of watrr toward the surfar!'. b) when the surface 
layer of sand had dried, the track was lightly raked 
with a soft Jpaf rakr to hreak lumps and expose the 
clcrpPr WPt sand. The lattPr proredure was repeated 
until wet sand was no longer exposed by raking. This 
procedure dried a saturatrd transect in one sunny 
aftPrnoon, instead of several days. 
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TRACKING SA:'s'Il 

Particle sizP and depth of sand are the most im

portant faetors in the transect technique. Particle 

sizes of ahout 0.1. rn111. were essenti:il to register small 

details. A disadvantage is its large surface area mak

ing it hanl to dry and encournging capillary move

ment of rnhsnil water. Sand moisture is more easily 

controlled when small and large sand particles are 

mixed. An ideal mixture of sand (J,'ig. 8) is shown, 

but in practice only 3 structures were tried. Both 

5 

; VJVJ ~ 

the nue(•es sand from Texas (Bider HHi2) and a 

(·0111mon mixC'd sand from this study a1·ea have worked 

well for half-inch animals. Laurentian fine sand is 

too fine to he used alone, hut a light sprinkling of 

this on•r the coarser common sand producPd exccllrnt 

details of 11~ ineh insects. Yloveuwut of sand during 

transect erasure brings larger particles to the surface 

so these must he swept off oceasionally. Inevitably 

a considerable amount of colloidal material hecame 

mixed into the sand surface, and fresh clean sand 

~c~A~K~c~: ::;~:~-:·!2~:,o.:~::i!II ~B ~~®~~-~·~:·:©;~. ·-~!?;~J Lc~6~~}P~?:~o· }~:Q!]~l ~d E~2L.:..!!!!~ 1CTION 
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KEY TO THE SYMBOLS USED 

FUNCTION o UTILIZATION 

LIFE FORM □ DECIDUOUS 

9 ERECT WOODY PLANT EBB 
f---.?S.a SEMI NATURAL 

V HERBS 

0 BRYOIDS 

STRATIFlCATION 

I >2:, 

2. 10-25 
3. 8-10 

4. 2-8 

5. 0.5-2 
6. 0.1-0.5 

7 0.0-0.1 

METRES 

!HE EVERGREEN 

LEAF SHAPE a SIZE 

C:::, NEEDLE 

0 GRAMINOID 

◊ MEDIUM OR SMALL 

C)BROAD 

~COMPOUND 

LEAF TEXTURE 

□ MEMBRANOUS 

■ SCLEROPHYLL 

1111111 LUMBERED 

b SOIL STRUCTURE 

;:::::::::; MEDIUM 

c. SOIL TEXTURE 

I D D I BOULDERS 

IO O O I PEBBLES 

k< (. :>,',.' .. .J SAND 

-ORGANIC 

g Dfb 

X 

Dfb 

d. DRAINAGE 'n O O IFxcEssivE 

t===::::::::::~ ..... GOOD 

jUUVjPOOR 
e. RELIEF 

FLAT 

► ◄ "EFflESSED 

L-----•ABRUPT 

f. EXPOSURE 

g. CLIMATE - KOPEN SYMBOLS 

FIG. 7. Tlw v<>gctation ,kpicte<l using Dansereau 's uniw•rHal syHtc-m for rccor<ling vegl'tation. Erotone--

The vegetation along each 150 ft section of the ecotont' transect. For each section the soil structure of 

th<' 3 horizons an• givt'n (c-A, B and C) along with drainage (cl) ancl relief (l'). Utilization, soil 

structun•, exposure an,l rlimatP arl' common to all sections and shown l>clow section 5. Woods-The mixed 

forest VC'getation of the woods. Aclrlitional lines down from trees indicate multiple trunks. Field-The grass 
an,l for·hp vegdation of th,• fipJd. 
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.FIG. 8. Particle size structure of sand used for track
ing. Cumulative percentage retained is that proportion 
of the total weight of the sample which is retained by 
eash sieve. 

had to be added. The sand used on these transects 
was predominantly quartz, therefore increased organic 
content was detected by color alone. 

The ideal thickness of the clean dry sand layer was 
about % of an inch. Thick layers of dry sand were 
useless because prints, particularly of small animals 
lost their form. When the sand was too thin, ground 
water reached the surface during protracted periods 
of low evaporation. When the sand layer is ideal, the 
fall of 0.01 inches of dew will result in a shearing 
away of the wet surface layer, exposing a three
sixteenth inch layer of sand when the transect is 
erased. 

THE TRANSECT CANOPY 

When tracking under adverse weather conditions, 
or on calendar schedules, protection against precipita
tion was accomplished by the use of a suspended poly
ethelene canopy ( Figs. 1 and 9). This proved ideal 
for continuous tracking and measuring activity dur
ing inclement weather, and it inhibited dew fall in 
open areas. It has withstood gusts of wind up to 35 
miles per hr. The sheet iron tie, with a toenail set 
(the latter is not shown in the diagram), and the 
bolt construction were combined to allow changes in 
the angle of the canopy to suit wind and rain condi
tions. We used about a 1-ft slope in the woods and 
a little less than 6 inches in the open fields. Tempera
tures fluctuated between 8° and 90° F. so the poly
ethelene was put on while temperatures were around 
45° F. The film sagged slightly at higher tempera
tures but this saved restapling during cold snaps. 
Adjustments in canopy slope were made during the 
first rainstorm after the installation. Wherever pock
ets of water formed due to sagging polyethelene, holes 
were punched with our fingers from above and slop
ing outwards. 

THE DATA 

Markers were placed at 50 ft intervals along the 
transects. Data sheets with species columns, and dis
tance unit rows of 10-ft intervals, were used. Be
cause of the thousands of sheets handled, we recorded 
date and time of the preceding and the present record, 
track code letter, number of the tracking session, 

SANO 

d O :D 
. 0~ ·c>· 

l:'l • G . o 

111 BATTEN 
POLYTHENE FILM 

SOIL Fl LL 
SOIL CEMENT 

SOIL fl LL 

SOIL CEMENT 

Flu. 9. Cross section and construction details of tran
sect and canopy. Stippled area under transect surface 
indicates treat,•d sub-surface before sand is spread. 

sheet letter ( as up to 3 sheets were used for longer 
transects), and page nurn her. Using this system we 
had enough built-in checks to avoid errors. Recording 
was done from the end of the transect toward the 
beginning so that the orientation of the transect coin
cided with that of the data sheets. Thus the direction 
of animal crossings did not have to be recorded in 
reverse. Night tracking was done by gas lanterns. 

lDENTIFWATION 01' PRINTS 

Identifying tracks is a question of practice and 
experience. Surprisingly, small species are seen so 
often that familiaritv and confidence in identification 
soon develops, wher~as tracks of Carnivora and other 
medium-sized animals, seen only occasionally, can be 
confusing. Therefore, my assistants have always 
circled questionable tracks, noted the time on the sand, 
and left them to be checked. 

All groups or species treated in this paper can be 
readily distinguished with :VIurie's ( 1954) Field Guide 
to Animal Tracks. Some closely related species are 
very difficult or even impossible to distinguish, e.g. 
the Soricidae and Zapodidae. The species in these 2 
groups are often found in the same areas of the 
study site, so they were all fused into their respective 
families. 

Clethrionomys and Microtus have been analyzed 
separately because it has been shown from trapping 
data (Pirlot 1962) that the 2 only overlap to a minor 
extent along the forest edge at this same site. This 
ecological separation of the 2 genera has also been 
shown to exist in Norway by Steven (1955). 

According to Murie (1954) the diagnostic char
acters of the tracks of these 2 animals differed, but 
this is not the case. The drawings in Fig. 112 of 
Murie's book are entirely fictitious and were, in fact 
not Murie's own drawings, which are impeccable. 
Actually a Clethrionomys' print resembles that of a 
small Mi'.crotus as depicted in Murie's Fig. 106. 
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Relatively few Microtine prints were found in the 
first hundred feet of forest. When they were, the 
following criteria were used to differentiate the 2 spe
cies. First of all a Clethrionomys' print is a full ½o 
inch smaller than that of Microtus, making it about 
the same size as a Peromyscus print. Clethrionomys 
weighs between 20-30 g, whereas Microtus weighs be
tween 50-60 g and, therefore, Clethrionomys does not 
register as deep a print as does Microtus and they 
are normally clearer. Microtus commonly use a walk
ing gait (Fig. 10) and Clethrionomys a triangular 
hopping gait. Confusion might occur between a young 
Microtus and a mature Clethrionomys, but fortunate
ly over 80% of Microtus activity is confined to run
ways. Whenever new runways were established I 
simply postponed my decision until a visual observa
tion of the animal was made. These criteria lower 
identification error to less than 1 %-

The tracks which have given the student assistants 

Fm. 10. Pictures of casts in descending order: Bufo 
americanus going left, Storeria occipitomaculata going 
right, Microtus pennsylvanicus going left and Erethizon 
dorsatu1n going right. Both mammals depicted were 
registering their hind feet over their forefeet. 

the most trouble were those of some of the Sciurids. 
Chipmunks, red squirrels, grey squirrels and wood
chucks have somewhat similar prints, but the widths 
of their strides are characteristically larger in ascend
ing order. Stride widths do, however vary with speed 
of locomotion and confusion may result. In a final 
analysis the following criteria are used: A wider 
stride with a small dainty print and a short distance 
between jumps identifies a chipmunk. A narrow stride 
with a heavy print and a long distance between jumps 
identifies a red squirrel. The same criteria are used 
to differentiate red from grey squirrels, and the latter 
from woodchucks. 

During the summer of 1964, work was begun on a 
reference collection of prints. Fig. 10 shows pictures 
of a series of prints from the collection. Each cast 
consists of the preserved top layer of sand as the 
animal had left it, set on a reinforced plaster of 
Paris plate. These casts have been very helpful as 
teaching and practice aids, and in cases where posi
tive identification would have to be postponed. 

REFERENCE COLLECTION TECHNIQUE 

Two objectives were set in perfecting the cast tech
nique; 1) maximum detail, 2) a form that could be 
handled. These were attained in the following way : A 
series of prints crossing the transect were first coated 
with a thin layer of lacquer from a spray can. This, 
when done very cautiously, solidified the surface 
without disturbing the sand. To build up adequate 
rigidity, commercial lacquer was then sprayed on 
using a good quality garden hand sprayer. This must 
be done in dry conditions so the lacquer does not soak 
into the sand and form a thick brittle mass. For 
moisture control, a photoflood lamp powered by a 
portable generator was used. When the lacquer hard
ened so the prints could be sheered from the sand, 
sheet iron was slid beneath the print, lifted, and 
taken to the lab. A mould of appropriate size was 
made with ¾ inch wood strips nailed to a plywood 
platform, the surface of which was covered with wax 
paper or polyethelene. A piece of ;~ inch galvanized 
wire screening cut to the dimensions of the mould was 
placed on the bottom. A mixture of approximately 2 
parts of water to 1 part by volume of plaster of 
Paris was poured into the mould. Bubbles were 
rapidly brought toward the center and finally the 
sand track was slipped onto a plaster and pressed 
down very lightly. When the cast was completely 
dry, in 1 to 2 weeks, additional light coats of lacquer 
were added to prevent damage in handling and to 
help keep it clean. 

CONSTITUENTS OF THE COMMUNITY 

Species which have crossed the transects are listed 
in Table 1. The number of species which crossed the 
ecotone transect was twice that of either the woods 
or field transects. When the ecotone track was roofed 
and continuous data were gathered another 9 species 
were recorded. 

The adequacy of the transect lengths for determin-
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Tw.r,J<; 1. Thr ronstitnrnts of thr eonmrnnity. 

TROPI-ITC LE\"EL 

:\fajor Categories 

HERBTV<>RES 
Porcupine. 
Deer. 
:\loose. 
Ilarc .. 
Flying Squirrel 
nre_v Squirrel. 
Red Srj11irrd. 
Chipmunk. 
Deer :\louse .. 
Jumping :\Iousc. 

Hcd Backed Vole. 
:\leadow Vole. 
'\Yoodchu"k. 
Rat. 
l\Iuskrat. 
Huffed Grouse. 
Sparro,vs. 

Invertebrates ... 

Earthworms. 
Snails. 
Roundworms. 

INSECTIVORES 
Toad. 
Froµ;s. 

Salamanders .. 

Red Bellied Snake .. 

Garter Snake. 
Birds in general. 

Woodcock. 
Flicker. 
Crov/. 
Shrews. 

:\fole. 

CARNIVORES 
Skunk. 
Racoon. 

Sub Categories' 

Erethizon dorsatwn 
Odocoilcus vir!Jinianus 
Alccs alces 
Lep11s amrricanus 
Glaucomys 8abri'J111s 
Sci1ffU8 carohnensis 
Tan1iar.;ciuru8 hudsonicus 
Tamias striatu8 
Permnyscus mantculatus 
Zapodidae 

Eastern, Zap1ts hndsonius 
\Voodland, N apacozapus i11sig11i-< 

Clcthrfonomys gapperi 
Micro/us pc11nsylvanicus 
M annota monax 
Ratt11s nonoegicus 
Ondatra zibcthicus 
Bonasa 11mbcllus 
Fringillidae 

Chipping, 8pizclla passerina 
White-Throat, Zonotrichia albicollis 
Sn vannah, Passcrculus sandwichensis 
Song, Mclospiza mclodia 
Chickadee, Parus atricapillus 

Invcrtcbrata 
A catch-all with the exception of the following 

three µ;roups: 
Annelida, ( )ligochaeta, ( )pistophora 
:\lollusca, Uastropoda, Pulmonata 
Nematoda and :\"ematomorpha 

Bufo americanus 
Ranidae & Hylidae 

( ~rccn, Rana clam1:tans 
Leopard, Rana pipiens 
\Y ood, Rana sybiatica 
Pickerel, Rana palustris 
Bull, Rana catesbeiana 
Spring Peeper, Hyla crucifer 

I 
( \rey Tree, li!Jla versicolor 

. . Urodcla 
Eur!JCCa bi8linea/a 
A mbystoma jeffersonfonum 

8/oreria occipitomarnlata 
Ring :--J eek Snake, Diadophis punctatus 
C\reen Snake, Opheodrys ,,ernalis 

Thamnophis ,1irtalis 
Aves gen. 

Blue jay, Cyanocitta cristata 
Robin, Turdus migratorius 
Starling, 8turnus vulgaris 
V eery, Hylocichla. fuseeseens 
Thrush, H !Jlocichla sp. 
Ovenbird, Seiurus aurocapillus 
Cowbird, M olothrus ater 

Philohcla minor 
Picidae, Colaptes auratus 
Corvidae, Corvus brachyrhynchos 
Soricidae 

Shrc,vs, Sorex sp. 
Short tailed, Blarina brcvicauda 

Talpidae 
Star-nosed, Condylura cristata 

M ephitis mephitis 
Procyon lotor 

Ecological :Monographs 
Vol. 38, No. 4 

Tracks ·on which 
they were found 
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l'.\BLJ•: 1 (r·o11ti11ued I 
------------------------------------------------------

rROPIIIC LEVEL Tracks on which 
they were found 

Major Categories Sub Categories1 F E Ee W' 

Lynx. 
Fox. 
Weasel. 
Mink .. 
Otter. 
Cat. 
Mountain Lion_ 
Bear. 

Lynx canadeusis 
Vulpes fulva 
M ustela erminea 
M ustela vison 
Lutra canadensis 
F elis domestica 
Felis concolor 
[/ rsus americanus 

-----1---·- - ---- ---- ------

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X __________________________ , ___ ---- ----- ---

Number of species found on each track 
Total possible - ti2 

32 51 59 30 

--- ------ -------------- ----'----'------'--

1Subca.t!:gories indicate .species which were eithr'r s:•eu or r2cog•1iz2<l as haviug b::e11 ou the track but which were grouped together under ouc major category. 
:!F - h,•lU track, b - Ecotouc track, Ee - Eetom' track witl1 canopy, \V - \Voods track 
::d - Dominant, 2 - Mub-domiuant, 3 - Common, 0 - Occasional, x = present, - = not fo:.rnd on cctoue track b2forc the canopy was iustalle:l. Blanks iudirate that 

the s1wcirs was never found to be active along or uear tlie particular track. 

,ng the species composition of the communities can 
Je shown as follows: species recorded on the first and 
last 150-ft sections of the ecotone included all those 
eecorded on the 78::l-ft field and 450-ft woods tran
sects respectively. 

In 19(i5, both Alccs and Lynx rufus crossed under 
the canopy and Vnlpes crossed in 1966 and 1967. 
Although Plethoclon cinercus is found 011 the site, it 
has never been seen crossing a transect. ]fortes amcr
icww, J1lartes JJennanti, Ylustela frenata, and Canis 
lupus, all said to lw trapped in similar habitats in the 
area, have not bel'n recorded. Granted, these animals 
are rare, but then so are the felilb, and yet both 
species of Lynx and a Pelis concolor crossed, the 
latter hciug a record for the region. J,'11ry,,ca ·was re
corded only under the canopy beeause they movp dur
ing or shortly after rain. 

To summarize: I) in similar habitats as rnanv 
species will cross a 150-ft section as they will a 7fl:l-ft 
transect. 2) the ecotone track constitutes a reliable 
transl•d, representative of both field am! wood com
munities. :J) there is no evidence that a eanopy in
hibits the passage of any spPcies. 4) continuous 
tracking under varying weather conditions enhances 
the possibility of detecting a) spPciPs which only 
frequent the area oceasionally, and h) those that are 
only adive during or shortly after rnin. 

SPATIAL UTILIZ.\TIOX 

'l'hP cliita for ew,h species wc~rc compiled 011 a basis 
of the daily number of crossings per 150-ft sections 
except the last section of the fidd which was 183 ft. 
This produeed a total of l:l sPctions; fil'ld ( S.1-5), 
ecotonc (S.fl-10), woods (S.11-1:J). 

The datn were gathered in 4 discrete pPriods in 
] rw:-i; 1) 2 single da_1·s plus 5 cm1sewtive ,lays ending 
June 30th, :2) 7 consecutive days in late .July, 3) 7 
r•ons<·eutiYe days in late August and Par!_1· SeptPrnher, 
and 4) B days m1d 4 nights in mid-Oetoher. 

Tlw single va1·iahlc of elassiffration varianee test 
with differP11t nunilwrs of catPgories, deseribed by 

Dixon & Massey (1957) was used to test the differ
ences between the means of the different groups of 
sections or periods and to establish activity levels. 
Activity levels are determined using repeated applica
tions of one-way analysis of variance. First, the mean 
number of crossings of all sections are tPsted. ·where 
a significant difference among these is noted, sections 
with excessively high or low llleans are suecPssively 
eliminated from the analysis. Thus several sets of 
sections are obtained whose means do not test signifi
cantly different a111ong themselves. Such sets of sec
tions form "activity levels." The activit_1· lP\·els of 
the dominant forms are presented in Fig. 11. Statisti
cal analyses were run on all groups which occurred 
in the area during the study, and the results an• m
duded in pertinent sections of this paper. 

T<J'rAL SPATIAi, lJ'rILIZATION lW \VOODED AREAS 

The most important facet of woodland spatial 
utilization is that the majority of forms eVPntually 
utilize the entire area at random during their active 
sen.son. Table 2 shows that lfl out of :20 species 
utilized S. 10-13 equally. Six uI the 20 specil's were 
significant!)· more active at the forest edge, S. 9. 
Elev<•n of 20 species were less active in S. 10, and 
more artin in S. !J than the mP:m activity oI S. 11-1:l. 
This distrihution of netivit0· in the first :JOO ft of 
forest versus that of the deeper forest indil'ates that 
the Ion•st pcJg,• might aet as an ahsorhent barril•r 
ratlwr than an ,•ln,tic 0111•. An absorbent harrier 
l'ould be enllerl a biological hanier as opposed to 1rn 

l'iastie phy,,ic·al harrier sueh as tlrnt JormPd hy a 
contaim·r pndo,ing molecules in motion. \Vhen alli
mals pncountn a biologieal lrnrriPr they prnhahly 
tend to mow parnllcl to the haniPr for ,-;r,n1P dis
tm1ce. Tlw rPsult of this would be that all animals 
whos<· home rnnµ;,•s an• delimikd h)' bai-riers would 
tend to he more aetivP along thP haniPr, thus creating 
an adi\·it~, var;um11 at some distall!'.P awa 0· from the 
barric~r. This edge and vacuum effeet fits the wood
land data present<'d, :md might be of signifieant in1-
portanee in problem, of intr;i- all(l interspecific corn-
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Fm. 11. Distribution of activity levels of the major groups in the study. '!'he le,·cls arc presented for each 
period and for the total activity of each of the 13 sections. The number eorrcspon<ling to each activity level 
is the mean number of crossings per section for that level. Blanks indicate no nctiYity. 

petition as well as in applied ecology where strip 
cutting is used to produce a greater abundance of 
animals. Four species had a significantly higher 
activity level in sections other than 9. Causes for 

these Pxceptions were determined through more re
fined analysis of the data and visual observation. 

High l'erorny:1cus activity in section 12 of the 
woods track ,ms attributed to the choice of homesites 
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TABLE 2. A summary of the distribution of total 
activity in terms of activity levels in the fields and 
woods. Sections included in each bracket constitute 
an activity level (means of activity not significanLly 
different). 'l'hese are arranged in an order of de
creasing magnitude from left to right. 

WOODS FIELDS --
ERETHIZON (9-13) 
LEPUS (9-13) XI (1-8) 
GLAU CO MYS (9-13) 
TAMIASCIURUS (9) (10-13) X 

TAMIAS (9) (10-13) X 

PEROMYSCUS (9,12) (10,11,13) (1-8) 
ZAPODIDAE (9-13) X (7,8) (1-6) 
CLETHRIONOMYS (9-13) 
MICROTUS (1,4) (2,5) (3,6) (7,8) 
MARMOTA (!H3) (1-8) 
BONASA (9-13) X 

INVERTEBRATA (9) (10-13) X (3-6) (1,2,7,8) 
BUFO (9-13) (1-5) (6-8) 
RANA (9-13) X (1-8) 
COLUBRIDAE (9,13) (10,ll,12) X (2,5) (1,3,4,6-8) 
AVES (9) (10-13) X (2,5) (1,3,4) (6-8) 
CORVUS (1-7) (8) 
P11ILOHELA (1-5) (6-8) 
SORICIDAE (!)) (10-13) X (4) (1,5,8) (2,3,6,7) 
TALPIDAE (9,11) (10,12,13) 
MEPHITJS (9-13) (1-8) 
VULPES (1-8) 
MUSTELA (9) (10-13) X (1-8) 
PROCYON (!l,10) (ll,12,13) (1-8) 

1 X denotes examples wherein Section 9 was higher and Section 10 was lower 
than the mean of Sections 11 to 13. 

and the specific pattern of utilization of an indi
vidual or family of mice. These animals are very 
directional, that is, they tend to move from homesites 
to specific feeding areas using specific paths. Occa
sionally they change both homesite and feeding area. 
To demonstrate how directional they are, see the 
activity of Peroniyscus in Periods 2 and 3 on the 
woods track, Fig. 12. During these periods visual 
observation indicated that the animal's homesite was 
a log near the 230-ft mark. If the animal utilized 
the area around its homesite at random, then we 
might expect the histogram to form a normal activity 
curve with the mode in the segment closest to the 
site. This, however, was not the case, for the feeding 
area was at a distant point along the track and this 
produced a skewed activity distribution. The closer 
the feeding station is to the homesite the more 
leptokertic the curve will be (Fig. 12 P .3). If the 
feeding station is at some distance across the plot, 
then 2 curves are produced, one broader skewed 
curve dose to the homesite and a second sharp-peaked 
curve (resembling curves produced by any of the 
tunnel-dwelling animals (Fig. 12 P.l and 4.). The 
same figure shows that there were several changes of 
homesites and feeding areas. The following winter 
there was only 1 active homesite on the whole flat, 
a Yertical hollow poplar stub near the 350-ft marker, 
that had been occupied in the preceding June. 

Higher activity of Peromyscus in section 12 can 
he attributed to homesite.-; being located near that sec
tion during three of the four periods. Over a whole 
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FIG. 12. A detailed record of the distrihution of 

Peromyscus activity around its home site on the woods 
transect during the four periods of 196:3. P-period. S
scction. H.S.-indicatcs that the Peromysous home site 
was closest to this 50 ft int!)rval. 

summer, or when Peromyscus populations are higher, 
this perferential utilization in time might not be as 
apparent as in this sample. 

The Colubridae, in this case Thainnophis, were more 
active in S.9 and 13. The high level was due to fall 
activity (Fig. 11, P.4), and the terrain. S.9 rises 
abruptly into the woods and S.13 runs along the 
edge of the terrace nearest the mountainside. Gravid 
females and young snakes were found only in the 
fields. Onlv mature snakes were found in the woods 
and some ~ame out of hibernation above the woods 
transect as early as mid-April when the terrace was 
still covered with snow. It seems that female Tharn
nophis migrate down to the field to bear their young 
during early August. Later they seek suitable hiber
nacula in the woods, or at higher elevations. In this 
area all higher elevations are wooded. This specula
tion is based on activity in P.l, 2 and 3 woods, which 
was always lower, or statistically as low as the lowest 
sections of the fields and ecotone whereas S.9 and 
S.13 P.4 were as high as the highest field sections 
(Fig. 11). Also the October mean daily rnake activity 
in the woods equaled that. of P.3 in the fl0lds and was 
twice as high as that found on the ecotone and woods 
in P.l, 2 and 3 or the field in P.l and 2. Further
more unpublished mark reeaptul'<' data from 1 !)67 
tend to confirm that some migration does take place. 

Assuming that there is a fall migration toward the 
woods, and since snakes have difficulty climbing 
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slopes whet'l' leverage points are few and far be
twePn, it is not surprising to find high activity on 
S.9 and 1:~. To gd up the incline parallel to S.9, 
snakes rnove obliquely along the slope producing an 
artifi<·ially high adivit)·. S.l:\ where the track is 
parnll<'l to the foot of the slop<', is different. Here 
half of thP tra('ks were loeated in the last 50 ft of 
the sPdion, thr arra where the slope of the mountain 
was l<•ast abrupt. In 8.13, then• were 26 crossings, 
of whieh 11 wPn' uphill, 11 downhill, and 4 were 
nnc0111plPted uphill atten1pts. However, in the next 
,iO ft thPn· \Y<'l'!' :; erossings, all directed awa.y from 
tlw fiPlds, making a total gain of :3 Thamnophis into 
thP d(•Pp woods. 

l'ur11.,ca/op., was fonnd 011 anothL•r transect in 1966, 
thus confirmi11g· b~· tunnPl sir.e, that the Talpidae re
ferred to in this paper an• C'onrlylurn. Obviously 
moles have very specific erossi ngs and the significance 
of the means between sedions is drtermined by the 
number of tumwls intercepted by the transeet in each 
section and by their utilization. For each tunnel, we 
eould detect only 1 erossing per 2 hr period and 
thus our counts a1·e probably low. There were 4 
,·onsistent molP crossings under the woods track; 2 in 
SJ 1, a less active one in S.12, and a more active one 
in S.1:l. Under the ecotone, there was 1 tunnel in 
ea<•h section. The one at the edge of the woods in 
S.fl was very active. Areas of preference cannot be 
dctcrn,incd from these results because a starting point 
and scrtion lengths were arbitrarily chosen, but it is 
clear that the C'o11rlyl1tra are dispersed in discrete 
pol·kPts leaving large areas unutilized. 

The onlv other animal to show preferential utiliza
tion of a s;ction other than S.9 was Procyon. A 3 year 
study of Proc11on, using eontinuous data from 1964-
1966 (Bider, Thibeault & Sarrazin, 1968), shows that 
the deeper sections of the woods in this area arc 
sparingly utilizPd as compared with the first 300 ft. 
Probably the wood's edge acts as a security route 
partieularly during the months of June and ,July 
wlwn the animals are merely moving from cover to 
feeding stations. Procyon, a fairly large carnivore 
(broader ccologfral tolerance) should be expected to 
show high aefo·ity along a biological barrier, and this 
would PXtPrn1 to a greater ecotonal depth than with 
s111allPr animals. 

To sum up, tlw gPnPral totn \ spatial activity pat
t<'rn of thP woodland community is one of random 
ntiliz:ition (18-20 s1weies) with the possible exception 
oi' l'ernw_11s1·11s and Gondyl1trn. Preferential utiliza
tion by Tham1101ihis se<•ms to be artificial and based 
on lo(•onwtory problems. In the first 150 ft of the 
fon•st Pdg·<· tlH•rc is a gPncral trndeney toward greater 
:1divit~· (sig·nifieantl:v higlwr in 40% of the cases), 
1,·hile thP nPxt 150 ft seems to be n vacuum area 
wlwrP acti\·ity is usually a little lower than the mean 
aC'tivity of thr dPcpPr woods. The most important 
hiologir·al sig·uifkauee of thp,;e finr1ings is, a) that 
tlw woods are being used very tH'arly to their spatial 
111axinm11is, and h) that intcrspceific co-aetions must 
be decrPased by one or more of the following: l) 

through specific phenological utilization of areas (in
tense utilization of specific areas at specific times of 
the year), 2) by having specific non-conflicting circa
dian rhythms, or 3) by being active in different areas 
during specific climatic conditions. 

vVhen each species in a community utilizes all the 
available space in a random fashion, and when inter
specific co-actions must be decreased by mechanisms 
other than spatial parameters, this would show a 
degree of community evolution or maturity, especially 
when compared with a situation in which species are 
segregated through specific utilization of discrete 
areas throughout their active period. The utilization 
of field areas seems to fit the second situation wherein 
total utilization is mnch more segregated into pockets 
of activity. 

TOTAL SPATIAL UTILIZATION Qt· FrnLD AREAS 

In the fields ( S.1-5 of the field transect and S.6-8 
of the ecotone transect) 9 of 17 species had more 
than 1 level of aetivity among the sections and 8 
species utilized the area at random. Of the 8 species 
which utilized the fields at random, 4 were carnivores 
and would be expected to utilize an area this small 
at random because of their broad ecological toler
ances. Therefore, the area tested is probably too 
small to note specific utilization. Random utilization 
by Rana was the result of 2 equally active species, 
but in 2 discrete areas. R. pipiens was dominant in 
the field, and R. clamitans on the ecotonc. Among 
the species which had more than 1 activity level in 
the fidds, the Zapodidac should be commented upon. 
By live trapping and obsenation over a period of 10 
years, it has heen found that N apaeo2r11nr.s are re
stricted to the woods and Zapus to the fields except 
in S.7, 8 and 9 of the ecotone transect where both 
are found. In P.2, Zapodidae activity in the woods 
was more than twice as high as that of P.1 and 3. 
The higher level of activity in S.7 and 8 was cansed 
by activity occurring only in P.2. It seems that higher 
Zapodidae activity in the field along S.7 and 8 was 
due to a range expansion of Napaeo.rnp11s and that 
Zapus activity is random. 

Considering the foregoing, we can add 2 speciPs to 
the list in Table 2 (1 Rana and 1 ZapodidaP) for a 
total of ] 9 sprciPs or forms, and of tlwsP 8 utilized 
the arPa at random ( i.P. 42~1c). If the eamivores are 
thPn exrlud<>d, for n•asons 111Pntio11Pd alH>H', only 4 
of l;i forms utilizNl the arPa at random (i.P. 27%). 
vVhether or not the rarnivores are inelud<'d has little 
effect on th<· hypothPsi, that the gl'llPrnl utilization 
of woodland arPas is ra11don1 whPrPas a1·<·:is o[ the 
fiPlds an• l!lorr oftl'n utili;.wd at differPnt kvrls of 
activit~·. 

For the 8 spreirs tested for areas of prpfrrentia\ 
utilir.ation S.7 and 8 were in the levl'I of lo\\'rst activ
ity 7 times, S.6, 5 times, S.4 once and S.1, 2 and 3, 
twice eaeh. SPction 5 was in the higlwst level, 5 
times, SJ, 2 and 4, 4 times, S.3, 3 tinws, S.6 twic( 
and S.7 onee. This indiratps that unlike tlw wood
land Pdg<•, where activity is greatest, field cdg'c ac-
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tivity is lowest for most species and, conversely, sec
tions away from the edge effect are utilized at 
different levels of adivity by different species in a 
random fashion. 

It is well to remember at this point that the 2 low 
activity sections 7 and 8 of the ecotone arc in a bay 
formed by an intrusion of the field into the woods 
(see Figs. 4 and 6). It is probable, therefore, that 
the lower activity at the forest edge might normally 
be apparent only in the first 100-150 ft from the 
margin of the woods. 

PERIODIC SPA'fL\.L SHIFTS IN 'l'HE FOREST 

This section deals with the seasonal patterns of 
spatial utilization in a system where for the most 
part all space will eventually be utilized at random. 
Four of the 20 species did not utilize the forest area 
( S.10-13) at random and their spatial utilization was 
discussed earlier. The data (Fig. 11) show 2 ways 
by which species can utilize a total area at random 
without continuously repeating their spatial pattern 
throughout the season. 

Le1ms has a pattern whereby intensity of utiliza
tion changes during the summer. An analysis of vari
ance between periods shows that Lepus had 3 levels 
of activity, high in P.1, moderate in P.2 and P.3, and 
wry low in P.4. The change in intensity is not as 
important as the shift which occurred. In P.1, the 
number of crossings in S.9-13 were respectively: 31, 
27, 48, 36, 46. In P.2; 28, 9, 10, 11, 17. In P.3; 
29, 8, 8, 3, 11. In P.4; 3, 9, 0, 0, 0. These figures 
show a gradual shift from activity in the deep woods 
in the Parly summer toward the edge of the woods 
in the fall. Functionally, this spatial pattern relates 
well to the available food supply. In early summer, 
the masses of spring flowers still persist in the deep, 
dark woods. Full leaf does not occur until the first 
2 weeks of June. As the ground vegetation dries up 
or dies back, Lepus move down toward the forest 
Pdgc and, as will be seen later, into the open fields. 

Further variance tests between periods showed that: 

1) Taniiasciurus were more active in the deep 
woods during P .3 and 4 than they had been during 
P.l and 2. 

2) N apaeozapus was more active in all these wood
land sections during P.2. 

3) Clethrionomys was more active on the last 2 
sections of the ecotone in P.2. 

4) Bonasa was more active along the woods tran
sect in P.3. 

5) The inwrtebrates were more active on the woods 
transect in P.l and 2 than in P.3 and 4. 

6) Bufo had 3 levels of activity, P.1 and 2, P.3 
and finally P.4 in decreasing order. 

7) Birds had 3 levels, P.2, P.l, P.3 and 4 in de
creasing order. 

Tamias and Tamiasciurus may compete for food, 
therefore, these 2 species will be discussed later. In 
general, we would expect that all populations should 
he at their highest in the fall, before vegetation and 

climate begin to affect a normal fall-winter mortality. 
In relation to the periods tested, one could expect 
increasing populations from P.1 to P.3, then possibly 
a decline in P.4. Similarly, if there are no spatial 
shifts or phenological changes in rates of activity, 
we could expect them to follow the same pattern as 
that of population growth and decline. For all spe
cies, except Tamiasciurus and Bonasa, activity was 
highest in P.2 or P.l and 2. This indicates that, like 
Lepus, N apaeozapus, Clethrionomys, Invertebrates, 
Bufo and Birds utilize these woodland areas more 
intensely, while food at the ground level is still avail
able, or at least before it gets too sparse, due to 
decomposition, drying out or germination. The in
sectivores, Bufo and birds follow the invertebrates. 
Unlike Lepus, the mechanisms involved are not known, 
because shifts to specific sections, or areas of utiliza
tion during any single period were not detected ex
cept for the invertebrates in P.3 (Fig. 11). Higher 
invertebrate activity along S.11 and 13 is probably 
due to myriapod activity. 

It will be demonstrated later that there are phe
nological changes in activity rates that could produce 
such patterns, but spatial shifts into areas with differ
ent vegetation, climatic or edaphic conditions at other 
times are not to be discounted. 

Along the woods transect, both Tamias and 
Tamiasciurus were more active in specific sections in 
P.3. Tamias was most active in S.11 while Tamiasci
urus was twice as active in S.12 than in S.11 or 13 
(32, 60, 29). The latter was not significant using an 
analysis of variance, which was not surprising, as the 
squirrel activity had been very sporadic (27 crossings 
to and from one tree on the first day). A chi-square 
test, however, showed that the 3 sections were not 
equal to a theoretical 1 :1 :1 ratio. The squirrels, or 
squirrel, had been observed carrying cones from a 
spruce tree while a chipmunk had been observed on 
many occasions carrying leaves to a hole within the 
transect. During this period of high total activity of 
the 2 species, the greater part of their activity had 
been in 2 discrete sections. In P.4 squirrel activity 
was again at random, and higher than in P.3 but the 
chipmunks were inactive. 

It seems that the possibility of random encounter 
and "biofriction," if not competition, may be de
creased by the timing of the concentration of activity 
toward specific patterns of utilization. Tamias and 
Tamiasciurus are often active at the same time, and 
both will eat the same food. The dominant seeds 
en ten by these 2 species in this area are those of the 
maple and the .conifers. Conifers are sparse (Figs. 
6 & 7), but more numerous along the edge of the 
transect in S.13. This arrangement, therefore, permits 
the isolation of conifer seed gathering activity. Even 
though S.12, P.l, is in an activity level of its own 
(Fig. 11), the total red squirrel activity during this 
period was very low ( 6, 15, 2 per section). During 
P.2 activity increased a little, but not significantly. 
In P.3 and 4 a significantly higher level was attained. 
Meanwhile Tamias activity followed the same pattern 
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as that of the squirrels in the first 3 periods but they 
were inactive by mid-October. In June and July, 
when activity was low, there were no preferential 
areas of utilization except Tamiasciurus S.12, P.1. 
This one minor deviation was caused by a squirrel, 
occasionally seen feeding on an old cache of cones 
within the transect. Otherwise feeding activity of 
both species consisted of scratching around for ma pie 
sarnaras and other unidentified food items, which pro
duced a pattern of random utilization. In P.3 when 
actiYity of both species was at its peak an important 
sPgregation of the a 0rea of utilization occurred. 
Tamias was significantly more active. 

Bunasa activity in the woods was significantly high
er in P.3 than in P.1, 2 or 4. These, like squirrels 
and chipmunks, scratch around for tree seeds, and 
at this time of the year, maple seeds at least are 
numerous and ubiquitous. Unlike the preceding spe
cies, these three are far more dependent on the tree 
seed crop which is produced late in the season, and 
the high activity of P.3 in the upper woods is simply 
a spatial shift attuned to production. 

The spatial utilization of the woodland area by all 
species is normall:v complete, and the rate of utiliza
tion in time seems closely related to food production. 
Very few, if any, shifts seem to arise due to inter
specific biofriction. 

SPATIAL UTILIZA'rION m' THE FrnLDS 

The three dominant primary consumers in the fields 
are the invertebrates, Microtus and the sparrows. Un
fortunately, the birds were not broken down into 
gramnivores and insectivores, but by visual observa
tion it was clear that any distinctly high levels of 
activity in specific sections would be due· to white
throated or chipping sparrows. 

The total activity of birds produce 3 levels of ac
tivity in the fields. The highest was found in S.2 and 
5. The activity of S.2 can be attributed to white
throated sparrows, while that of S.5 to chipping 
sparrows. The differences of levels of total activity 
are essentially due to activity which occurred in P.l 
and 2 ( the nesting season). There was always bird 
activity around the bases of the trees (Fig. 6) and 
therefore the high activity in the 2 sections was due 
more to the density of trees adjacent to the track 
than to the production of food. The utilization of a 
potential resource was limited by cover, nesting or 
perching sites. 

Invertebrates were consistently more active in S.3, 
4 and 5 of the field and S.6 of the ecotone, with one 
exception (S.fi, P.2). An ecotonal effect might ex
plain this distribution. One-third of S.l is approxi
matPly 50 ft from the forest edge, while ;fl of S.2 
runs parallel to the fence line which separates the 
field from the spruce savanna (Fig. 6). Higher ac
tivity in S.3, 4 and 5 does not relate to vegetation, 
because S.1, 2 and 3 supported sparser vegetation 
than S.5, and half of S.4 runs through a moss and 
Rubus patch. Otherwise the activity in S.4 might 
have been as high as that of S.6 on the ecotone. 

N°onetheless invertebrate activity is consistently high
est in the sections farthest away from the forest edge, 
and the amount of activity is not proportional to the 
amount of vegetation produced. 

Micro/us was most active in S.1, P.1, S.1, 3 and 4, 
P.2 and S.1 and 4, P.3. The mode of activity in 
the 4 periods shifted from S.1 to S.4 to S.1 to S.4 
with the final result that the total activity in S.1 and 
S.4 was equal and formed the highest level. S.5 had 
the highest level in P.2 and P.4 and the second high
est in P.1 and 3, but in total it ended with the same 
activity level as S.2, in which activity increased 
throughout the season. Microtus, like the inverte
brates and the birds, do not utilize the field at ran
dom. Their areas or pockets of activity are not 
limited to, nor do they completely utilize, any specific 
form of vegetation. Microtopography might be an 
important factor in the establishment of runs and 
areas of highest activity, but this in itself would not 
explain the total activity distribution. 

Sorex feed on invertebrates, but their spatial utili
zation in the fields depends on where 11ficrotus form 
their runways. There were 10 major Jficrotus run
ways in the field (major runway-more than 10 cross
ings at l point per period). At other points there 
were never more than 2 crossings per period. Allow
ing 3 ft in width for each passage, the length of 
track normally utilized by Microtus and Sorex consti
tuted less than 4% of the total track length, or 1 
crossing per 84 ft of track length. 82% of the 
Microtus crossings and 83% of the Sorex crossings 
were at major runways. The number of major run
ways per section were 2, 1, O, 4, 3. If the number 
of crossings per section was related to the number of 
runways per section then we should consistently have 
had 5 activity levels. This was not true. Some run
ways were more active than others. Microtus and 
Sorex activity levels were always lowest in S.3 where 
major runways were absent. The highest Sorex ac
tivity level in the field, for each period was in the 
section which combined the highest number of Micro
tus runways with the highest invertebrate activity 
level, except during P.1. 

The mode of Microtus activity on the ecotone al
ways occurred in S.6. Sorex activity is highest inside, 
or closest to, the woods along both the field and 
ecotone transects in the spring. Along the ecotone 
the mode of activity shifted slowly away from the 
forest edge toward the area with the best combination 
of food and cover (i.e. invPrtebrates and .Microtus 
runways) returning suddenly to the forest edge in 
the fall. 

Thamnophis and Storeria combined were always 
most active along S.5. In P.4, S.2 was as active as 
S.5, and total activity over the summer was equal in 
S.2 and 5. Although invertebrate activity was low 
in S.5 during P.2, snakes established themselves there 
at that time and remained until the end of the season. 
It would seem that the preferential area of utiliza
tion could have been chosen for some reason other 
than food supply, most probably climatic conditions. 
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S.5 is on the knoll, th('refore the nocturnal tempera

tures are slightly warmer and more basking sites are 

available than elsewhere. S.6 ( ecotone), where in

vertebrate activity always dominated, was a poor area 

for snake activity. If some of the Thamnophis mi

grate a.-; postulated in the description of woodland 

adivit:,·, the high activity along S.2, P.4 would be 

expeded bC'can,p this area is closest to the woods. 

lligh actiYity in S.5, P.4 might also indicate that 

nPgatiYe gcotaxis is the basic homing mechanism 

utilizPd in finding suitable hihernacula. 
Rww pipic11s W('re the dominant field species while 

R. clamitans w<>re the dominant species 011 the ecotone. 

This sPparation was probably related to physical fac

tors and not food supply. Bufo was the only species 

\I hich hnd 1 len·l of actiYity in the field transect and 

another, highPr lC'vPl, 011 the ecotone. In the first 2 

pPrio<k the rangC' of activity in the field was 16-,'59, 

whPrC'as along the ecotone it was 193-498. In P.3 the 

fiC'ld range was 44-61, while that of the ccotone was 

4-114, and differPnces between sections were not sig

nificant. S.6 of the r<·otonc had the highest activity 

of all 13 scetions (woods inrluded). It is evident 

that food was not the limiting factor for toad distri

bution, ns inYcrtebrate activity was as high in S.3, 4 

and 5 of the fiC'ld as S.6 of the ecotonC'. The limiting 

fac-tor for Rufo in spatial utilization seems to be soil 

moisture. The C'cotonc transPct runs through a kettle

hole, whieh is often damper than the field, but just 

a bout as cool ,incc it is a frost pocket. After pro

longed pPriods of drought, and usually towards the 

Pnd of August, this kettlehole driC's out considerably, 

hnt th(' soil still remains damp. As a result Bufo 

<·an pr,,fit by an abundant supply of insects in S.6. 

In smnmary, thP distribution of activity of field 

species is morp oftC'n limited by physical than by 

hiotic fadors. ThC'rC' seC'ms to he a lack of "pheno

logical pmsuit" (i.C'. species utilizing an area when 

plwnological ('Wilts make food itPms available). It is 

strnngl,· suspPcled that this situation is abnormal, and 

a rPsult of the pel·uliar ngetation structure. In the 

mixed forest zones th('rP nrc no natural vegetation 

structurPs comparabl(' to an old fiC'ld community such 

m; this. In other words, unlike the woodland com

munit:1· des('rib(•d in the 1m·Yious SPctions, this c01n-

111unity has not evolved to a point where it can make 

the hC'st use of the produdivity arnilable. 

CH,\NGES I:N' THE DAILY PEAK OF 
ACTIVITY THROUGH TIME 

If high activity of one sprcies inhibits that of its 

competitors or predators, then peak periods of activ

ity in the community should not overlap. 

The data presented are from 1963 when activity 

during rain was not recorded. The weather during 

the 4 periods was a sequence of sunny days ending 

in cloudy weather. Only complete activity days for 

either nocturnal or diurnal animals were used. 

During 1962 and 1963 continuous climatological 

data were recorded on film. The photographic system 

was a flash-synchronized Bolex H 16, with wide angle 

lens, activated by a home-made time-lapse clock and 

solenoid mechanism. A picture was taken every hour. 

The data collected were; barometric pressure ( Taylor 

naval barometer), wind velocity and direction ( Tay

lor instruments), relative humidity ( Serdrx membrane 

hygrometer) and 5 temperatures ( Taylor indoor-out

door thermometers). Thermometers recorded tempera

tures 1 inch below the soil in the sun and in the 

shade, 1 inch above the soil in the sun and shade, 

and 6 inches above the soil in the shade. General 

daily records such as precipitation, cloud cover and 

dew were recorded separately. 
In this study a weather system is assumed to start 

and end with the clearing weather of 2 consecutive 

cold fronts. The lowest minimum temperature occurs 

on the first night, and highest maximum should occur 

on the last sunny afternoon of each weather system. 

ConYersely, the lowest maximum will occur during the 

first afternoon, while the highest maximum will occur 

on the night preceding or during frontal activity. 

Maximum temperatures above 95' F, and minimum 

temperatures well below 50' F, which are often 

threshold tern pcratures ( see sections on the effect of 

climate) occurred while this data was gathered, but 

when they did they were normal for the time of year 

involved. In this section only changes in time of peak 

activity throughout the summer in relation to the 

number of active forms in the different habitats are 

compared. 
The activity of Lepus and Aves in the woods in 

June (Fig. 13) was calculated by taking half of the 

activity of the sum of an even 2-hr interval ( e.g., if 

21 crossings had occurred between 22.00 and 24.00 

hours and 41 crossings between 23.00 and 01.00 hour~, 

the 23.00 and 24.00 hour interval would have 

(0.5x2) + (0.5x41) =31 crossings). The Lepus 

curve is a typical unimodal peaked curve. Animals 

having over 30% of their daily activity in a 1-hr 

interval usually have a unimodal curve. In flattened 

curves, such as that of Aves, activity for a 1-hr inter

val never rises above 15%. Peak activity was 9.4% 

% OF TOTAL ACTIVITY ON 24 HOUR 

TIME SCALE 

UNIMODAL 

PEAKED ACTIVITY CURVE 

~ 

WOODS JUNE 1963 

B \MODAL 

FLATTENED ACTIVITY CURVE 

AVES 

Fm. 13. Examples of 2 general types of dicl activity, 

Lep11s unimodal peaked activity and Aves bimodal flat

tened activity. The figures in the arcs are percent of 

total activity. N is the number of crossings. 
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FIELD 

,, 

LEPUS 7 

I GLAUCOMYS 8 
4 TAMIASCIURUS • 
5 TAIIIIAI 10 

• P'Eli.OMYICUS II 

.J. ROGER BIDER 

ECOTONE 

• 

ZAPODIDAE 15 INVERTEBRATA 
CLETHRIONOMYS 17 BUFONIDAE 
MICROTUS 18 RANIDAE 

MARMOTA 20 STORERIA 
IONASA 21 THAMNOPHIS 

Ecological 1'-Ionographs 
Vol. :08, No. 4 

WOODS 

it 

22 AVES 
23 PHILOHELA 
2& CORVIOAE 

H SORICIDAE 
27 TALPIDAE 

PIG. H. A comparison of the tiwc of peak activity (tho rnor1o of circadian activity) of all forms over the 
+ periods. Each polar graph is divided into 24 hr periods. NS is the number of species which crossed the 
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but, for the sake of clarity, those intervals which fall 
within 10% of the highest peak are included as peak 
hours. Thus, if an animal has 2 or more reasonablv 
important peaks of activity, this will show as bimod;l 
( e.g. Fig. 14, Sorex and birds, October ecotone), or 
multimodal (e.g. Fig. 14, Microtus, October ccotone) 
activity. 

Fig. 14 shows the peaks of activity of all species 
which crossed the respective tracks more than 3 times 
per day in each period. This arbitrary cutoff was 
made specifically to leave out any animals which 
might walk only through the area to or from a feed
ing area, and those whose numbers were so low at 
any one time that their apparent peak of activity 
lllight be unreliable. 

In .June, sundown and sunrise occur at 21.00 and 
5.00 hours respectively, whereas they occur at 18.00 
and 7.00 hours in October. This represents an in
crease of 5 nocturnal hours between P.l and P.4 
(Vig. 5 and black bands Fig. 14). June nights are 
shortest but, due to the annual temperature lag, they 
are not warmest. ,July has longer nights, but mini
mum temperatures are higher. From the end of Au
gust to mid-October the nights become longer and 
progressively colder to a point where there are freez
ing temperatures every clear night. The coldest Oc
tober temperature recorded was 8 ° F in the field. 

The relation between length of night and tempera
ture, with respect to the time of peak activity in each 
form, is most strongly reflected in the dispersion of 
field activity modes. In June, the activity peaks of 
nocturnal species are compressed into a short period 
right after dusk. In July, when nocturnal tempera
tures are warmer, nocturnal modes are more evenly 
spread over the night. By October, Microtus, snakes, 
and Sorex, all arhythmic, shift from nocturnal to 
diurnal activity. The strictly nocturnal species revert 
to early-evening activity peaks in August and, finally, 
become inactive or almost inactive in October. For 
diurnal forms, which are usually most active close to 
dawn and dusk in the early part of the season, activ
ity modes shift closer to midday. 

In the woods, the forest canopy and the higher 
elevation relative to the field produces slower and less 
marked declines in nocturnal temperature. As a re
sult there is a wide dispersion of modes in both June 
and July. In late August and early September many 
trees begin to shed their leaves, and the thermal in
sulation of the canopy decreases. This compresses 
the modes of nocturnal activity into a relatively short 
period. In October, when all the leaves have fallen, 
only a few nocturnal species remain active. The low 
light intensity in the woods is a second factor which 
permits better segrPgation of modes. Nocturnal activ
ity hcgins almost 1 hr earlier in the woods than in 
the field (Iiig. 14, Bufo (No. 17) in both fields and 
woods in raeh period). 

The Peotone presents a unique situation in which 

the animals seem to take advantage of alternatives. 
The wooded area of the ecotone is 2-3 ° F cooler than 
the upper woods, but the field sections are 5-10° F 
warmer than the lower fields during thP nights of 
stable weather. This, therefore, decreases the restric
tions imposed by temperatures in the field without 
affecting the activity along the sections in the woods. 

The greatl>st segregation of modes occurred when 
vertehrnte activity was highest (10,547 crossings in 
,July). In August, during the period of high com
prrssion of modes, tlwre were only 5,046 crossings 
compared with 7,201 in June. In October, when many 
species had already become inactive, there were only 
the equivalent of 1,156 crossings for a 7-day period. 

During each period, the greater the number of noc
turnal species the greater the number of hours during 
which peaks occurred (July; 8.3 speries in 7.3 hr, 
,June; 7 species in 6 hr, August; 5.3 species in 4 hr, 
October; 1.6 species in 2.3 hr). The best dispersion 
of 1wak hours in relation to the length of night oc
curred in ,July when all species peaked during 81 % 
of the night hours. In other periods the relation was; 
,June 75%, August :J79,'., October 15%. 

In sumnwry, under S!'asonal conditions without 
precipitation, the time of peak activity for each spe
eies tends to change throughout the summer. Diel 
activity pPaks in the community tend to segregate 
when minimum temperatures are highest, and they 
eontract toward the warmest part of the day or night 
as trmperatures decrease. Diurnal animals tend to 
have aetivity peaks at dawn and dusk during long 
days, but toward mid-day as the days shorten. 
Arhythmic species shift their peaks of activity from 
night to day as nocturnal temperatures cool. When 
nocturnal temperatures consistently compress activity 
into a few hours after dusk, non-hibernating mam
mals and amphibians become inactive. Finally, the 
best dispersions of activity peaks occur when total 
activity is highest, and there is a positive relation 
hetween the number of active nocturnal species and 
the numher of hours during which peaks occur. 

CONTINUOUS TRACKING. 

During the sunnner and fall of 1964 data were col
lected on the covered ecotone track every 2 hr from 
,June 1st to September 10th and at least twice a day 
up to N ovemher 15th. More detailed meteorological 
data than were taken by photography in 1962-63 were 
recorded by observers concurrently with the continu
ous tracking data. \Vhen tracking was done less fre
quently due to my absence, my wife took meteorologi
eal readings at predetermined hours bet\\"C'en tracking 
sessions. 

CIT \NGES AND ADDITIONS IN METEOROLOGICAL 

IXSTRUMEN'rATION 

Normal minor changes and replacements of instru
mentation were made and the Taylor windspeed and 

track more than 3 times per day, and each mode is expressed as the percentage of total activity for the pe
riod. Each clivision equals 5%. 'I'he numbers in the polar graphs refer to the species listed at the bottom 
of the figure. 'rhe black band around the top outside each graph indicates darkness. 
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dirPction system was changed for a Nassau wind
mast<-r, an instrument with a lower starting speed. 
Rainfall was measured in an 8-inch rain and snow 
gauge, and Duvdevani type dew gauges were put into 
use. A 50 junction Eppley pyrheliometer linked to 
a chart recorder was also added to the instrumenta
tion. Data from the lattC'r is not shown, however, it 
was used to C'stahlish, with much more precision, fac
tors sueh as t)·pc and time of cloud cover, sunrise 
and sunsrt, and as a control on our meteorological 
data. 

MISSING DATA 

Three partial breaks in the data occurred over the 
16fi day period, 2 quite close to one another in .July 
and 1 in October. 

Shortly aftrr midnight on July 19th, 0.93 inches of 
rain frll in less than 2 hr. The rain, accompanied by 
15-20 mph winds from the northwest, obliterated 
parts of the trark and rroded the side of the track 
from the 475 ft to the 600 ft mark. Complete counts 
of frog, tom] and mouse activity became impossible, 
but bir,ls and larger mammals, including chipmunks, 
rl'gisterC'd throughout the nPxt day. By dusk of the 
same day the track was completely in operation. 

Again, shortly JJ('forC' noon July 29th, 0.80 inches 
of rain frll within 20 min with the same results as 
the storm of the 19th. Full operation resumed July 
:~0th at 8.00 hours. 

From October 5th to 7th a third lapse was caused 
by a relatively light but continuous oblique rainfall. 
0.13 inches of rain fell on the 5th and 0.18 inches 
of snow and rain fell on the 6th and 7th. The track 
was operable by dusk of the 7th and the first reading 
aftPr the storm was taken before dawn of the 8th. 

Three inches of drifting snow on November 15th 
ended all hope of continuing the tracking session. By 
mid-Kovember, insolation is so low (Fig. 5) that 
evaporation at the sand surface is practically non
existent. 

Equivalent amounts of rain or wet snow without 
driving winds, did not affect the continuity of the 
tracking session. On October 3rd, 0.96 inches of rain 
in a fl-hr period, and 0.48 inches of snow and rain 
on the night of October 29th did not affect tracking 
conditions. 

TABULATION 

The number of crossings for each species during 
each tracking interval was superimposed on meteo
rologic-al tables covering periods of 16 days (Fig. 15, 
A & B). Fig. 16 is the key to these figures. The 
data in this synoptic form produced the first good 
indication of the effect of climate on animal activity. 

The 1963 work compared activity during 4 discrete 
periods of normal clear weather in different seasons. 
Considerahle variation in activitv occurred from 1 
period to the next. This suggest~d that phenological 
events influence activity to a greater extent than cli
mate. 

PHE.NOLOGY OF ACTIVITY 

A series of histograms (Fig. 17, A-F) represents 
daily activity of each specirs or group over the entire 
study period. These figures dt•monstrate the differ
en<oes in constane? of daily activity between species 
and help interpret periodic variations. 

ONSET OF ACTIVITY 

Snow depth in Frbruary and )Iarch was praetic-al
ly constant at 26 inches in thr open firlds. By April 
I.5th snow in the fit>ld and on the south sloprs had 
melted, but patches remained on th!' forested flats, 
such as the woods seetions of the ecotonp and woods 
transects. A Thamnophis was obsurved coming out of 
hibernation on thP south slope ahovP the woods tran
sect and one active chipmunk was seen in a. roc-k 
pile south of the creek. Frozpn soil 1 imh below thP 
surface was common in thP \\'Oorb. II,11l a crucif er 
ehoruses had begun on 2\Iay 6th, but on l\Iay 8th a 
female Hyla was unearthed in the woods. Chipmunks 
were active at this timr. Tracking \\·as carried out 
on l\fay 15th until May 19th, but data are not pre
sented because of the long lapse between May 19th 
and June 1st. Activity of all species was low except 
that of Lepus and thP invertebrates, whieh wPre as 
high as during the first 16 days of June. ,June ht did 
not represent the onsrt of activity, but we can assume 
that there was a gradual inerease of activity up to 
the level attained by the first week of June. The 
aetivity of birds and hibernating mammals probably 
started around April 15th and that of reptiles and 
amphibians around May 1st. These general observa
tionq have subsequently been suhstantiated by data 
gathered in l\fny of 1965-67. 

A THEORETICAL APPROACH TO THE INPLL'ENCE 

OF POPULATION GROWTH ON ACTI\'ITY 

Two characteristics of populations in boreal regions 
are; 1) Populations are lowest in spring when mating 
begins and, 2) Breeding seasons arr usually well de
fined. These charactPristics could have a subtle effect 
on the phenology of summer activity. With an abrupt 
onset of breeding we can expect a sharp rise in activ
ity as new recruits disperse, but suhsequent litters 
will not have the same effect. The initial rise in the 
rate of activity each season will be influenced by litter 
size (Fig. 18). If, for instance, first litters average 
4-5 young, the population activity should increase by 
~25% when the new recruits disperse. The dispersion 
of the second and third litters would only increase 
activity by 68 and 41 % respectively. Furthermore, 
even though there is an increase of 250% due to the 
first litter of animals having litter sizrs of 1-6, activ
ity increases due to subsequent litters of the same 
size range decreases to 42, 18, 10 and 6% respectively. 
This discussion appears here because the phenological 
histograms show periods of increased activity, which 
might be misconstrued as resulting from increased 
population size. After the first litter, mean activity 
should never double, and yet there are many examples 
in which both abnormal increases and decreases in 
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more easily than is possible under conditions such as those depicted in the other 3 charts. In August each 
weather system produces several consecutive nights with temperatures under the amphibian threshold. This 
shows in the charts as large blank areas. The October graph, an example of fall activity, also shows the 
effect of an Indian summer. In October the track was read only a few times a day (see Text). 
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activity occurred. Although activity seemed to in
crease rather slowly in the spring, many different 
patterns occurred in the fall towards the end of the 
active season. Activity of non-hibernating forms such 
as Tamiasciurus, Lepus, Peromyscus, Sorex and Mi
cro/us tapered off in the fall, whereas Tamias, 
Zapodidae, anurans, urodels, reptiles, invertebrates, 
annelids and birds had high peaks of activity just 
before the end of their active period. SpPcies which 
had last minute flutters of activity were those which 
change locality for overwintering or hibernation. 

CESSATION OF ACTIVITY 

By September 15th, the last Marmota and Picidae 
activity had been recorded. Because of the normally 
small numbers of Marmota crossings, this date might 
not be representative; however, activity away from 
the burrows had ceased. A large group of flickers 
fed in the area on September 8th and this probably 
represented their last large migratory flight out of 
the area. This increased activity was not correlated 
with any particular weather system or strong winds. 

I~,,. "i= " "i~ ,. al~: " ,, "I~ '~ ml~ " 

By the end of September many species had become 
inactivr. Among these were all the amphibians which 
had their last major activity period between Septem
ber 21st and 25th. Temperatures on these nights were 
in the fifties but after this date temperature at sun
down was rarPly over so• F. Zapodidae activity slow
ly decreased from mid-September to the end of the Fm. 17 E 
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Fm. 17. Phcnology of activity of the forms found in the community. The ordinate represents the number 
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mean activity should increase due to the dispersal of new 
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month with 2 minor increases which were synchronous 
with the last 2 anuran peaks. Procyon was never 
observed after September 25th. 

Between the middle and pnd of October the last 
flights of migrating hird~ occurred and the snakes 
pnderl their ac-tive pPriod. Snake activity in the fall 
was relatively high when afternoon temperatures 
reached into the sixties. This rarely happens in the 
area after thP first of November. Tamias activity 
ended abruptly on November 1st. This was surpris
ing as their activity had been increasing slowly aft~r 
the stormy period of October 5th, 6th and 7th. Possi
bly hibernation had not completely set in when the 
dens wPre dnmaged by rain, and this damage might 
have reinitiated a period of food gathering and/or 
nest repair. 

The only other hibernating mammal dealt with was 
Mephitis and it is assumed that their activity stopped 
around mid-November. M ephitis tracks have never 
been seen after permanent snow covers the area and 
this usually occurs around the third week of No
vember. 

HYPERACTIVITY 

Hyperactivity, excessive activity on a single day, 
produces sharp peaks of activity twice as high as, 
and sometimes several times higher than, activity on 
the preceding or following days. 

Two extremes in hyperactivity are Tamiasciurus, 
with 1 peak, and Rufo with more than 15. It will be 
shown that these peaks may be due to different fac
tors. 

lNTERPRETA'J'ION OF PHENOLOGICAL HISTOGRA2.1S 

MAM2.1ALIAN, HERBIVORES AND INSECTIVORES 

(FIG. 17 A & B) 

Tamiasciurus, Tamias, Peromyscus, Talpidae, Sori-

cidae and Microtus were all activated by the storm 
conditions of October 5, 6 and 7. This was probably 
due to stores or burrow damage, and not directly 
correlated with the climate because the result was an 
increased activity period and not a hyperactive peak. 

All the histograms show periods in which activity 
as a whole is higher ( e.g. Tamiasciurus August 10-30, 
Tamias August 5-September 30, Lepus August, 
Za podidae August 1 to September 14 etc.). These 
active periods represent the growth, storage, and 
winter nest building activity. 

Prior to growth and storage low activity is inter
spersed with days of hyperactivity. The lows corre
spond well to periods of gestation and the hyperactive 
peaks, at least for Tamiasciurns, Tamias and Lepus, 
result from mating activity. Although Peromyscus 
mating was not observed, it would seem from the 
time elapsed between hyperactive peaks, that these 
arose from mating activity. Assuming that the 3 first 
species had suceessfully mated at the first opportun
ity, dates of the mating peaks shown in the histo
grams would represent sexual activity related to the 
eonct>ption of the second litter. The time lapse be
tween Tamiasciurus and Tamias curves and the date 
for Tam ias' second conception (June 20) correlates 
well with the onset of activity. \Vhy did the sciurid 
mating peaks occur on single days~ On the date of 
the Tamias mating peak, activity was seen all along 
n bout a quarter of a mile of forest edge. It seemed 
that all the chipmunks had chain-reacted into a frenzy 
and were absolutely unaware of danger. The Lepus 
behaved in similar but even more pronounced fashion; 
-these nocturnal animals were chasing in daylight. 
\Vhile collecting data on the ecotone track during the 
late morning, 5 hares were counted at 1 time gam
boling in the field along the forest edge. Hyper
activity of hares could have been caused by 4 or more 
males chasing l female. Males have been shown to 
,gather within a female's home range while she is 
lactating (Bider 1962), and quite possibly she insti
gates a chase which involved all the courting males 
at one time. 

Zapodidae did not produce well defined mating 
peaks. All the high peaks above 170 in August were 
nights during whi(lh rain occurred. Similarly, the 
high peaks of June 2, 19 and July 3, 9, 13 and 14 
corresponded to nights in which rain occurred. The 
peaks of June 4, 9 and 16 did not coincide with 
either rain or warm temperatures. In fact nocturnal 
tPmperatures for the first 2 dates, were in the upper 
forties, while that of June 16 was in the low thirties. 
The cli1uatc for these hyperactive days was similar to 
many others in the 16-day period. Therefore, hyper
activity during the latter 3 nights discussed may have 
arisen from mating activity of a portion of the popu
lation. 

Sore.'C, like Zapodidae, responded consistently to 
rain. \Vith 27 hyperactive peaks of which only 3 
occurred when there was no rain. The dates of the 
3 rainless hyperactive peaks were August 27 ( 71), 
October 16 (19) (Fig. 18B) and 31 (10). The latter 
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2 were probably not significant but that of August 
27 could have been a mating peak. Microtus had 
only 2 hyperactivity peaks up to August 5 (Fig. 17A, 
June 18 & 23), but from then on they doubled their 
activity on 19 occasions, and all peaks were asso
ciated with rain. In general Sorex activity was higher 
at the beginning of the season with Microtus general
ly more active toward the end. Since both species 
seemed to respond similarly to climatic conditions, a 
test was run to verify this. When the activity of both 
populations increased or. decreased from that of the 
previous day, the day was assigned a plus (blacked 
columns Sorex, Fig. 17B). If one population's activ
ity incrPased while the other decreased the day was 
assigned a minus sign. Totals of 99 plus, and 63 
minus signs were recorded with the latter including 
10 days in which one species' activity did not change. 
This means that 66% of the time Microtus and Sorex 
activity followed the same pattern. The same test on 
Tarnias and Tarniasciurus, which are taxonomically 
and ecologically more similar, yielded as many plus 
days as minus days ( 73 and 72). Since M icrotus ac
tivity was very low when that of Sorex was very high 
and vice versa, and since their increases and decreases 
in activity were fairly synchronous, it appears that 
the phenology of the increased activity periods might 
be very important in decreasing biofriction, partic
ularly where the brn speciPs use the same runways. 

BIRDS 

Sparrows were very static in their daily activity 
up to mid-July. From then on only a few ill-defined 
peaks and 1 good peak ( October 8) occurred. Spar
row aetivity is peculiar in that it nonnally builds to 
a pPak and then decreasrs gradually over a prriod 
of a frw days. These increases in activity seem to 
han) no direct relation to weather. The hyperactive 
prak ( Or•tober 8) might have heen due to the feeding 
of a band of migrants, but it occurred immediately 
after the protracted storm of early October and bird 
activity had bPPn suppressed by the snow, sleet and 
tempPratures ranging 15° to 33° F over a 3-day 
period. 

Bonasa actiYity was irrrgular. There were many 
inactivr days up to ,July 21 followed by 3 weeks of 
fairly continuous activity from August 21 up to the 
end of thP tracking period. The high prak of activity 
in June was due to a group of at least five grouse 
wli.ich crossed the track from north to south between 
9.00 and 11.00 hours thl'n moved hack and forth 
hetwPen 11.00 nnd 13.00 hours. The additional cross
ings wrrp hy birds that entered and exited from the 
same side of th<> track and one crossing from north 
to south. All this activity occurred on the crest of 
the hill in the woods around the 600 ft marker. Un
less all thr birds flP\\" back from south to north after 
the initial movrment, which is unlikely, the data indi
cate that this hyperactivity was a family migration. 
The high prak in October consisted of 5 north-south, 
and fi south-north tracks plus 4 entries and exits 
from the same side. This time however, the crossings 

were spread all along the transect making it difficult 
to tell actually how many individuals were respon
sible. 

Feeding activity of flickers had been building up 
in the area but ended abruptly on September 9. The 
92 crossings occurred during the last four hours of 
the afternoon. 

This particular valley is a feeding area for migra
ting woodcock, and the small amount of woodcock 
activity during late Sept<>lllhPr and early October 
correlates well with their migratory period. All this 
activity took place between the 400 and 600 ft mark
ers at night. Only then were woodcocks active in the 
woods. Normally in summPr thPy were active in the 
dry open fields. 

Larger hirds, particularly starlings, rrdwings, cow
birds and robins were very active up to the end of 
the first week in July. After this, robins, veerys, 
thrushes, and occasional groups of jays were responsi
ble for low, but constant, activity. Over the years 
111id-July has been the period whrn the greatest num
ber of species is sighted. By August the Icteridae 
and stnrlings, which were the most common birds in 
,June and rarly July, are sPPn only in large flights. 

Broad peaks of activity up to July 21 for spar
rows, and to july 7 for other birds, are probably 
related to reproduction. After this a protracted 
period of maintenance and growth occurs for larger 
species while this activity is replaced by more 
sporadic periods of freding for the smaller seed 
eaters. 

AMPHIBIANS 

This group is obviously very erratic in its daily 
activity. A detailed analysis in the sPction dealing 
with weather systems will show the climatological 
events which produce activity and hypPractivity, the 
latter being common. What is notable here is that 
high activity only occurrrd during a restricted period 
of the season and that 3 genera did not reach their 
respective maximum activity periods at the same time. 

Rufo had their high activity period from July 8-
28. The dispersion of activity both before and after 
this period was drawn out with protracted periods of 
low counts separnted by high, but restricted, periods 
of activity. Bufo calling had finished about the third 
week of May, so the datn represent feeding and 
growth and not migration. 

The Rana group consists of several species includ
ing the two Hylids. Ryla crucifer and R. sylratica 
had hoth returned from the breeding ponds when 
tracking hegnn. R. pipiens was still in the ponds and 
R. palustris, R. cla.mitans and Hyla 11ersicolor had 
not yrt startrd calling on June 1. There were 4 
hyperactivity peaks in June, but none in ,July. Hyper
ar·tivity increasPd through August, culminating in the 
second week of September. A last suppressed spurt 
of activity occurred during a warm, cloudy and wet 
period at the end of Septrmber. August-September 
activity is mainly caused by a greater activity poten
tial due to the larger number of both young and 
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mature R. clamitans and R. znpiens in the area. In 

both June and September there were many linear 

tracks (animals following the transect). In June a 

R. palustris was seen hopping along the transect. It 
had entered at the 750 ft mark a11d did not exit 

bPfon• thP J;i() ft 111ark. Jn SqitembPr, inunwrable 

juvenill' R. pipitns and H. cl,unitrrn., \\'ere sl'l'n but 

only the latkr s<•emPd to IH' g<'11erally headi11g toward 

thP woods; hopping aloug sevPral hundred feet of 

tnrnsl'l·t hPforr• ]paving it, Therefore, only the aetivity 

ot' .July and August was <'sspntially feeding ac-tivity. 

ThP n•.st was 111ainly migration. 
Urodela, mainly Eurycea IJislineata, increased their 

h_ypl•rndivity to a maximum on .July 3 when 93 (10% 

of tlH· total) crossed the transect on a single night. 

,\ftl•r this their adivity dPl']ined through .July, re

rnairwd low iu A ug·ust, and n•al·lwd a se<•ornl pPak in 

SPptemher. 
:\Iajor aetivity 1wriods of tlw an1phibians did not 

ovPrlap, although it will ))(' sh01n1 that tlwse animals 

ai·p hyperac-tivatPd by id<•ntil'a] c-limatic <·omlitions. 

Hana activity was lowest when Rufo activity was 

highest, and lfrodela aPtivity dl•erea,;ed while Rufo 

activity increased in July and, finally, a ser-ond al'tiv

ity pPriod for CrodPla Ol'<•UJTC'd in SPpkrnher when 

the total adivity of Hana and H11fo wns ,lpcrPasing. 

1rnPTILJi:S 

Both groups of snakes had the same phe11ological 

acti\·ity pattPrn, although the T/urnwoplii., had rela

tiwly higher fall al'tivity than the Storeria. As had 

been notPd prPviously, th<· gPnPrnl fall in,·n•ase in 

snakP activity is !'<•lated to the inc-reasPd 1m1nbPrs of 

adive animals rlnP to young born in thP fields in latP 

August. 
ThP acc-entuated activity of Th1(1/lJ10J1hi., at this 

tillle is related to thPir migration hack to thP woods. 

By dd1nitio11 h:l'Jwradivity among the 8/orNia wm; 

rPst1·i,·ted to 2 pPaks in the spc,md wPek of August, 

hut tlw nurnbPrs arp so low that it se(•rns improhablP 

that they an, n,lid. SC'Prningly valid hyperactive 

1waks in the Tha111nophi.s histogran1s arP tllP 4 high 

days in t!l(' last WPC'k of SeptP111))('r. These sunny 

warlll days ge11ernlly ac-tivate diurnal poikilotlwrms. 

ThesP days causPrl hyperactivity because potential 

days of activit:, arp fewer at this time ot' the year. 

Secondly, when conditions favour actfrity, migration 

takes plaee. The total pattem of snake activity is 

identical to that of the invertPhrntes, but about one

fiftieth in sizP. TllP slig·ht Ir gs of 1 to 2 days in 

phenological histograrns CFig. 17) are 1•.-;sentially due 

to; 1) the relative importanee of nocturnal insect ac

tivity at diffrrn1t tirnPs of the )'Par, and 2) inverte

brate artivity days ended at 24.00 hours whereas 

Th11rnno71his days PmlPd at 0fl.00 hours. 

IN\'ERT,:BRAn:s 

The Invertebrata eurve represents activity of both 

diumal and noetumal spc;cies. During the first lfl 

dnys of .June 40% of invertebrate activity was noc

turnal. By Angust ;i it had droppPd to 30%. Be-

tween August 5 and August 23 50% of the activity 

was nocturnal. From then to September 8 nocturnal

ism had dropped back to 30% of the total activity. 

From September to the end of the season diurnal 

orthopterans were the dominant species, so in all prob

ability 70 % of all activity after the first week of 

September was diurnal. 
J n g(•1wrnl, activity doubled in the latter part of 

,June, d(•creased to a low point around the third week 

of August, and then stayed relatively high for about 

a rnonth bpfore the final decrease. During periods in. 

which diurnal al·tivity is dominant, particularly from 

late August onward, all the high peaks, which include 

GOO or rnore crossings, were days with maximum tem-

1wratnres in the seventies or eighties and noeturnal 

frmperatures over G0° F. 
Four days of high activity in mid-October were 

typi<"al Jndian summer weather (Fig. 15B). For the 

first :~ the t<•111pPratures were 67-28, 74-36, 78-38° F. 

Ou the 4th the maximum was 78° F, but cloud came 

in at sundown and retarded the drop in temperature 

which Pwntually reached 38 ° F. Since the tempera

ture• n•11iained above 50° F until midnight nocturnal 

insPl'ls had about 6 hr of activity, compared with 

about 2 hr on the previous nights. This additional 

]Jeriod of nocturnal activity produced the hyperactive 

peak, 600 of 900 erossings after dark compared with 

ahout 200 on the previous night. 
Later, on October 26, a sunny warm day with a 

111axirnum of 68° F there were 325 crossing.c:. How

Pver, 2 pra<"tieally identical days, Kovernber 3 and 4, 

produeed onl)- fl4 each. 
In general the most active peaks, earlier in the 

spa,;on lwfme population deelines take place, are all 

on thP last clear day before a weather front comes 

in. HypPractive peaks occur when the sky clouds up 

dnring the nfkmoon or just before dusk. This was 

trnP for August 10 and :~], SPpternber 8-10 and 23. If 
c-<mditions favouring hyperactivity occur while a 

w,t'rming trend is in progress, heightened activity will 

nceur. ExamplPs of this occurred on 1\ugust 28, 29, 

:rn and September 1, 20 and 21. These are usually 

eaused by minor fronts within a large air mass. 

ThP wPather on thP days of ,June 2:l and July 1, 13, 

17 and 28 was similar to that which c-aused hyper

adivit,· in August and SPptemher. On .July 11 and 

-Jul,- 18 the stlllH' conditions occurred, but rain fell 

as soon as the; eloud moved in during the afternoon 

and this moderatPd the activity. 
All the inaetive periods were caused by very cold, 

<•loud-c·own•d da)'S, particularly during the first few 

days nftpr passage of a front, when the skys are 

slow in elearing. 
The annelid activity peak on ,June 2 occurred on a 

rnin,v night hut after this, and up to mid-October, 

110 hyperactivity occurred. After Ol-tober 14 hyper

adivit)', <'haraeteristically, occurred on the coldest, 

w<>ttest days of the traeking sPssion. October 19, 29, 

Koven1her fi and 7 were all days in which rain 

oc-r-urrPd most of the day and all night while the 

tPmpPratures rPmai1wd in the thirties. On November 
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6 when there were 930 annelid crossings, over 800 
worms were actually picked off the track, and many 
along thf> Pdge of the track wPrP aetive under a 
shPath of iec produced by sleet. 

,\ftp!' ReptemhPr 7, <'VPry peak night, or night with 
more than :rn erossings, <"OincidPd with rain hetween 
1nidnig·ht u1d dawn. This l'Plation 1wver Pxisted prior 
to this da'.P. This aetivit_\' was all in thP field and 
most pronouneed al'ound thP lowPst areas. ThPrefore, 
it was prohahly a t,wal plwno111pnon in that these 
ani1nal:-; W{'l'P P111igTatiuµ;· fro1t1 snturatPd soil, C'aust1d 
hy low evaporation and incessant precipitation. 

Tlw aetiYP pPriod of the mollusl'a is r1nite similar 
to that of the a1llphihia with thP exception that there 
an' no wPll dPfiiwd 1wak pPriods of aetivity or periods 
of hypPraetivity. Tlwy \YPre only adive when the 
grass or littpr w11s wet, hnt thPy did not always re
spond to thPse conditions. 

:\ematoda, whi<"h were for thP most part i{emato
morpha, ]pft thPir host orthopterans in early Reptem
lwr. A ftt>r this only a frw wel'e found on the 
transeet in wPt wPa thcr. 

CARNI\'OR!cS AND INCIDENTALS 

.~l11stela er/lltW'il was the most importan'. ,'an1ivore 
in tlw an•a during· lfl(i4. Their adivitv was fairlv 
consistl'nt on•r a 3-111onth 1wriod stHrting in the third 
week of ,J unP. The 3 hyperactive peaks were prob
ahly duP to mating adivity. 

.\. weasPl and tral·ks were ohserved throughout the 
day and Pvening of ,July 2. ,\!though the weasel was 
not Sl'Pn on Reptl'm her 4 and 1 R, on both these dates 
his total numhPr of erossings was made in 2 discrete 
iwriods separatPd hy st•veral hours. These were the 
only hnps weasl'ls had erossed thP track more than 
twiPP owr a 2-hour period. Tn this ease they had 
,·rosse,1 7 and 10 times on the 4th, 11 and 12 times 
on th<• 18th. 1foreover, tlwsP tral'ks wPr(• for the most 
part a <"l'OU(·hl'd gait unlikt> thP normal hopping gait. 
\Vhen rnnni11g down pn,y, such as JJlicrotus, they use 
a thin] ga;t, whieh r,•sPlllhles that of a squirrel or 
('hip11rnnk. ThP thrl'P o,,easions on which hyperactiv
ity O('(•UJTPd 11·ould <"OlTPspond to the Px'.rPme limits 
of thP wpasPl mnting ,wason. 

ThP larger carnivon•s Mcpltitis and Proeyon some
tinll's hm1ted ;dong tll(' track, hut most of the time 
they (•rosspd it in s1wcifie nrpas. For the Fe/is the 
im·erse wns more oftl'n thP casP. All single and 
douhlP <'rossings WPrP movements through the area, 
when·as ; 11 highPr peaks indieated foraging. Rkunks 
did not forage along thP track in Octoher and No
wrnher. Late sPasnn a!'tivity was prohahly that of a 
singlP skunk. 

Tn 1!rn2 nu111C'rous dPad shrews, moles and voles 
11·Pn' found on thP trnck, all killPd hy <'ats (F. 
rlo111csti,·a), and it ,ms frlt th1,t although this might 
lw non11al in so111P areas it did not enhance this pro
jPet. Rhootin_g- evl'r>· cat sePn in Hl63, 1964 and Hl65 
has not l'li111inafrd thP population, but, since the pro
gram hPgan, F'elis hunting activi'.y was detected only 
ome in 19()-J. (see RPpte111her). 

All the species dcpided in the top section of the 
graph probahly did not play a role in the metabolism 
of the community. This activity was Pxploration and 
dispersion. Since a crossing is eomplPted each time 
an animal leaves the track, species such as Erethizon 
and I?uttHs give a high eount, particularly if they 
1110Vl' along the wholt' traek in on(• period. Ratt1rn 

adivit>· eorrPlatcs wPll with the c1osing of a du111p a 
half-milP awa~· at the Pnd of .July. OttPr aetivity 
was produced h>· 3 traeks togl•tlwr and moving in the 
sarnP dirPe'.ion. All movPllH'llts of thP brger carni
von's and 011mivores ( layn.r sp., F. ,·on"olor, Lutra 
and (' r.,u.,), during all tracking sessions including 
this onP, were fro111 south to north away from the 
erel'k, with onl_y one l'X<'eption, that of ['rsl(s towards 
thP Pnd of RPpfrmlwr. 

J,7 .\CTORR ;\FFJ<!CTING ACTIVfTY RATES 

Plwuology of adivity gives a gl'neral background 
for a mon' detailed discussion of thP hierarchy of 
fal·ton: affrcting rates of activity. This section will 
lay thl' groundwork for future studiPs on the func
tion of species, using this sand transec': technique. 
Rates of activity can he eontrolled by factors at 4 
]PvPls; annual, seaso1rnl, metPrological, and, finally, the 
cli11iatir level. 

ANNl'.Ar,~RFES OP POPULATIONS 

To determine the eff Pd of a hiotic or physical fac
tor on the adivity of a partirnlar species, the re
seardwr oftl'n feels that se\·eral years of data are 
nPede(l. \Vhile this of coursP is possihle, pitfalls may 
hP encountl'red. 

Population densities, partirnlarly in northern lati
tudps, ('an fluctuate enormously from year to year. 
Therpfon•, tlw effPrt of any factor should only be 
aiialyzed in viPw of ehangPs in rates of activity with
in eal'l1 year. For pxample, 2 or 3 years of Bufo 
iletivity data cannot he pooled to study thP relation 
hetwePn tempPrature and aetivity. This proeedure 
might he very tc111pting when it is realized that ex
a111plPs of cPrtain physical <'vents, such as dry fronts, 
hail, lightning, PdipsPs or flooding, only occur on 
rare oecasions and, rnmples of even th<' most common 
elimatic fadors such as tl'm peraturcs must include 
only short pPriods of time because there arc periodi
eal ~hangcs in rates of adivity caused hy phenological 
evPnts. 

A sPennd pitfall can he caused hy a fusion or mask
ing of phenological events and population increases. 
ff high mortality of new recruits keeps a population 
from expanding in June or July, then the first in
erease in activity rate in August might reflect either 
the dispersal of a complete litfrr, or a phenological 
event sueh as winter food gathering. The rise of 
Lepus activity in August (Fig. 17) was partly due 
to 2 recruits to the area. BPing the first young re
eruits of the season they produced a perceptible in
crease in mean activity. \Vith relatively large ani
mals, Lagomorphs or carnivores, young rec.ruits can 
Pasily be detected, but with insectivores and rodents 
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it is usually difficult to distinguish adults from juve
niles unless both are found together. ·when tracks of 
juvenilPs are found with those of adults, the differ
ence in area encompassed by the digits of the 2 age 
groups is easily seen, but the difference in diameter 
or toe length is not readily measurable. 

Thirdly, relative spatial utilization of different areas 
might also be aff Pcted by low population densities. 
Wh('n a population decreases toward a low, small 
areas or islands of adequate habitat within marginal 
habitat might continue tQ be utilized. This would be 
most likely to happen where density-dependent fac
tors operate to disseminate a population. In this 
situation isolates would be most likely to survive, and 
would continue to use their adequate home range 
simply because they know it best and arP therefore 
safe in it. It was indicated earlier that J,epus utilized 
all sections at the same lPvel of activity ( total 4 
pPriods 1963). However, the utilization of the field 
might have been saturated, when'as the woodland 
populations might have been low. Mean Lepus activ
ity on the ecotone in 1963 was 6.5 crossings per day, 
versus 12 in 1964. If activity in the field remained 
constant between 1963 and 1964 total utilization by 
Lepus would not have been eriual in all sections in 
1964. 

J<~inally, if a population is high, maximum activity 
rates might be underestimated. During ,July 1963, 
when 7,apodidae activity was exce~sively high, activ
ity 300 ft out into the field was as high as that inside 
the woods. If in this case Zapodidae activity were 
only measured in the woods peak activity would have 
been undt>restimated. 

SEASON AL----PHENOLOGICAL EVENTS 

·when activity data from a single year arp ex
amined, certain patterns of change in rates are obvi
ous. At this level the term "phenological activity" is 
applied, because different rates of activity are related 
to recurring natural phenomena. 

The basic activity rate can be defined as that neces
sary for the maintenance of an overwintering popula
tion. In early spring we can expect low and constant 
maintenance activity. Later we can also expect a 
series of changes in activity due to (1) mating, (2) 
population growth, and (3) food gathering. If a 
population changes areas of utilization for reproduc
tion, growth, or overwintering, then we would also 
expect a change in activity rates due to migration. 
Examples of all these changPs in activity rates have 
been described in the previous section, but this inter
pretation was based on known activities of only a 
few populations. 

A discussion of the basis for the interpn°tation fol
lows. First, we would expect population growth and 
weather to change activity rates. Fig. 18 shows the 
theoretical percentage increase in population, and 
therefore activity, if there is a direct relation between 
the two, and if no other factors intervened. Obvious
ly none of the phenologieal histograms (Fig. 15) 
other than those of Clethrionomys, Glaucomys, 

Bonasa, Storeria and Thamnophis could be inter
preted as following the theoretical population growth
activity pattern. The weather affects rates of activity, 
but these changes can only be superimpospd on the 
larger changes due to phenological phenomena, with 
possibly one exception. ::\Iid-July to August is the 
warmest part of the year, and during this period 
there is a slight drop in activity of at least a few 
species ( e.g., Tamias, Tamiasciurus, Lepus, Zap us and 
the Carnivores). Thu lower adivity might be real but, 
at least in the case o[ Tamias, Tamiaseiurus, l'vTapaeo
zapus and Procyon, this decrease does not occur in 
coolPr arPas, such as the stream bed for the first 3 
species or the fields for Procyon ( Thibeault, 1968; 
Bid Pr et al., 1968). From this then it can be con
eluded that, even within a re,tricted arPa whieh pre
sents a hl'terogenPous ('nvironment, animal phenology 
can change with a horizontal distancP of 200 ft or 
with a 30 ft differenee in elevation. 

Even though the phenology of activity on the eco
tone transprt applies specifi<-ally to this particular 
sitP, these data can bP used to define the characteristic 
activity patterns produced during each phenological 
event. The times during which the events take place 
are rathrr approximate and would be exp('cted to 
vary slightly at different sites within the area. 

:Maintenance activity can be described as low and 
constnnt. The only late breeders in this arPn arr the 
snakes, and thPir activity up to the third week of 
August is the only example of spring maintenance 
activity. In the fall man:v non-hibernating rPsidents 
show this same pattern (Tamiaseiurus Sept. 21 and 
Kov. 15, J,epus Oct. and Nov. 1,5, Peromysrns mid
Oct., Microtus and Sore,r; late Oct., Mustela crminea 
late Sept.). Even during late fall maintenan!'e activ
ity there are occasional days of hyperaPtivity, char
acteristically these are caused by a elirnatic releas(' 
from suppressed activity, and if the resurgence of 
activity is too high, the next day will have low activity 
whether or not the weather is favorablP (e.g. Fig. 
17 A, Lepus from Sept. 24-30 had a mPan nurnbPr of 
crossings of 6.7, and on Oct. 1 and 2 9.0 crossings. 
N"octurnal minimum tPmp0ratures incrPase from 38 to 
43 ° F but activtiy decrease:; to 2 on Oct. 3 with the 
mean for Oct. 1, 2 and 3 = 7). This same pattern 
also works for Tamiasciurus ( on Oct. 8 and 9 mean 
activity= 4, for Oct. 10 and 11 mean activity= 5.5), 
(Oct. 12-19 = 5.8, Oct. 20 and 21 = 6.5), (Oct. 22-
25 = 7, 26 and 27 = 7), (Oct. 28-31 = 4), (Nov. 1 
and 2=5), (Nov. 3-5=4.7), (Nov. 6-11=3.7). In 
over a month of continuous tracking the nwan activ
ity was calculated for 10 weather series and these 
mPans ranged from 3.7 to 7, which for Tamiasciurus 
is both low and constant. This technique can be ap
plied, with caution, to other species. For example 
Lepus Fig. 15B, Oct. 18 and 19 no activity, and on 
Oct. 20 there were only 8 crossings. On the first 2 
nights minimum temperatures reached their maximum 
for this period (Indian summer) and it is possible 
that the hares moved to cooler sites thus not actually 
showing the characteristic increase in activity after 
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suppression on this transect. 'fhe period of mainte
nance activity for most species occurs between mid
September and early :\fay, with the exception of a 
few late breeders such as the snakes. 

ACTIVITY R~;LATED TO REPRODUCTION 

From field observations on Lepus, Tamiasciurus, 
Tamias, and 111ustela erminea, it seemed that courting 
behavior produced thP high peaks of activity in June 
and early ,July. For all tliese species part or all of 
the aetivity was diurnal and could he observed. 
Mating activity of nocturnal species was never ob
served directly hut, if known mating peaks can be 
recognized, thPn there is a possibility that they could 
be determined for other populations of mammals. The 
histogra!lls all show a peak in activity far in excess 
of peaks in the preceding or following 2 weeks of 
aetivity. This peak is also assoeiatPd with a few days 
of higher than normal activity for the same period. 
On thP basis of Pxcessively high peaks alone, the 
Peromysr:us data were interpretPd as including 3 
mating peaks (Fig. 1.'iA). Zapodidae, Microtus and 
Sore,r all have lllany hyperactive nights, hut they re
spond positively and spectacularly to rain, whereas 
other species are relatively independent of climatic 
conditions. Careful analysis of the Zapodidae and 
Sorex data isolated a few nights of hyperactivity 
that are not related to rain. Examples: Zapodidae, 
June 4, 9 and 16; Sore,r August 27. Other than 
these, nights of high activity such as Zapodidae, ,June 
27 and 28, whic·h by definition do not represent a 
hypPractive stnte, still might represent mating activ
ity. Both these nights were clear and cold, the former 
being thP last night of spring freezing. This is simply 
speculation, but these peaks occurred on nights in 
which climatic conditions normally produce low activ
ity. There is, of course, no reason to suppose that 
rain-activated animals do not mate in the rain. How
ever, if the response to the rain of ,June 18 (Sorex, 
96) is compared with the response to the lighter rain 
and drizzle of the nights of ,June 23 and 24 ( 66 and 
75), it certainly does not seem likely that superposi
tion of mating and climatic activity occurred on the 
18th. On the same basis of analysis no mating peaks 
were found in the Microtus data. Total activity of 
other mmmnalian species studied was too small to do 
a reliable interpretation of activity related to mating. 
It se(•ms that with reasonably large samples mating 
peaks stand out in the activity patterns of those 
animals whose activity is less affected by climatic 
conditions. l\fating activity might be masked by ac
tivity related to elimate, hut this seems unlikely. The 
characteristic pattern nscrihed to mating activity is 
not found in the phenological histograms of forms 
other than mammals. Presumably, the mammalian 
pattern would oceur in studies encompassing an avian 
mating arena. 

STORAGE ACTIVITY 

Storage activity patterns are found in the histo
grams of Tamiasciurus, Tamias and Zapodidae. Their 

harvesting and nest-building activity was observed 
visually. Characteristically, it is a period of high and 
constant activity. The high activity of Peromyscus 
(Aug. 10-Sept. 10) and Lepus (Aug.) might also 
have been due to storage and growth but, as was 
pointed out earlier, Lepus activity in this period 
might have been simply a response to population in
crease either due to juvenile recruits or a migration 
into the area from the deeper woods. 

This same pattern (high and constant) appears in 
the bird graphs, but in June and July instead of 
toward the end of the season. The activity at this 
time is very intense and might be related to recovery 
from migration along with the added burden of feed
ing nestlings. Fringilid activity is highest during the 
strawberry and raspberry season, and as both fruits 
have clumped distribution and are found along the 
ecotone transect, activity might reflect a concentrated 
feeding area. In late July and August low activity 
on the ecotone might reflect a movement toward the 
ubiquitous grass seed supply in the field. The same 
reasoning <'annot apply to the insectivorous birds, at 
least not at the local level, for they really do become 
less active during July. This is surprising because 
insect activity as a whole increases toward the end 
of August, and it might have been reasonable to 
anticipate that, with increased movement of prey 
species, the efficiency of the predator could remain 
constant with lower activity. 

MIGRATION ACTIVITY 

The groups that best demonstrate migratory activ
ity are the amphibians, reptiles and birds. This ac
tivity is characterized by short periods of high 
activity. This pattern can best be explained if we 
keep in mind that (1) migrations occur during margi
nal weather conditions, and (2) the migrators are 
usually highly motivated to move. The result is that 
weather usually suppresses activity for a few days 
with a fresh upsurge occurring as soon as the weather 
is favorable. This type of activity can be further 
verified bv direction and location of movement. The 
R. clamit1;ns, Eurycea and Thamnophis were all found 
to be migrants having observable spring and fall 
migrations. Only a few fall migrations of birds were 
detected, e.g., Fringillidae, Picidae and Philohela, 
but clos<~r observation and better differentiation 
among species might have shown that all the high 
peaks after mid-August were caused by migrators. 
Spring bird migration was largely completed by the 
time tracking was started. 

Fall migratory peaks would normally be expected 
to be larger than those of the spring. The sole excep
tion was Eurycea, for they overwinter and breed in 
the stream and only adults migrate up past the eco
tone transect in the spring. The 2 small peaks on 
July 26 and Aug. 4 are probably due to newly meta
morphosed individuals migrating from the stream, but 
by and large the young never get as far as the 
ecotone during their first summer. 

The dispersion of activity peaks in the Bufo and 
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Storeria histograms differ from those of the migrators 
in that they form single blocks of activity, i.e. Bufo 
between .June 5 and Sept. 28, Storeria Aug. 7 to Oct. 
21. Like other heterotherms, activity is released at a 
cliuu,tic threshold, but their peaks are more or less 
equal in height. ThP heterotherm migrators, on the 
other hand, respond to the same climatic conditions 
with a level of activity proportional to their drive. 
When the drive to migrate begins and activity is re
leased by climate, these animals respond sharply (sec 
the June peaks for Hana and Eurycea). 

The first 2 peaks of lfona activity correspond to 
favorable climatic conditions for movement, as do the 
first five hyperactive peaks of the Urodela. How
ever, after this period there were attempts to migrate 
every dusk, except 011 the nights of July 6 and 13 
(Fig. 17D), aud every time rain fell during dusk or 
early evening there was a surge in activity. On July 
22 there were only 4 £urycea crossings, yet 0.01 
inches of rain fell at miduight. Obviously the spring 
migration was over, at least across thP ecotone tran
seet. 

DISPERSAL 

The phenological histograms (Fig. 17G) include 
species which are only detected occasionally. These 
include erratic, occasional and discontinuous activity 
of individuals dispersing from summer habitat and 
looking for new home ranges or overwintering sites. 
The annual number of crossings for species recorded 
as transients during the dispersal phase might be a 
good index of the populations success in rearing 
young because unlike so much of the other activity, 
this is more likely to be spatially at random. 

\\'EATHER SYS'l'EMS 

In the study area there is a average of 7 days of 
precipitation pl'r month (over 0.1 inches), i.e., rain 
every 4th day (see elimate). The weather systems 
are not cyclic, but within each system there is a 
pattern which is characterized by clearing sky cover, 
clear sky, clouding, and finally rain. Concurrent with 
sky conditions, temperatures fall and rise (Fig. 15A, 
July 16-19, ,July 20-23, .July 2'1-26, .July 27-30, Fig. 
lfiB, Aug. 9-12, Aug. 1:3-17 and Oct. 14-19). Most 
poikilotherms have a threshold tempPrature around 
50° F, and many of the diurnal forms have be
havioral adaptations which permit them to use radiant 
energy to increase their metabolism and become ac
tive. Based on these known biological charac:eristics 
and the fact that the march of temperatures ~nd 
isolation during ea(•h sy~tem normally eneompass 
many eomhinations of these physical conditions in a 
somPwhat regular pattern, it should be expected that 
a rhythm of total al'tivity should occur through each 
weather system (Fig. 19). The extent and sequence 
of the variations are shown as "meterological activ
ity rhyth!lls." Both diurnal and nocturnal activity 
eurves are composed of the sum of 4 components. 

Diurnal activity was divided to show graphically 
the contrihu'.ions of invertebrates, reptiles, birds and 
mammals to the general rhythm of aeti\'ity. The 2 
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the total dail.'· 1rnml>pr of crossings for ,linrnal species 
arnl llocturnal specic•s. The anow i)l(lieates tht> time lag 
hdwPPll pPak ,liurnal activity :Ill(] peak 11odurnal activ
ity ,vithin each wt'ather s.vst<>rn. Poiuts of iuflpdio11 for 
the llrn groups ro1T(•spo1Hl to the Ds. for ,liurnal species 
and Xs. for thP nodurnal specic•s. 

samples (Aug. and Sept.) were ehosen tH'cause in the 
first invPrtebrate aetivity \\·ould not be too dolllinant, 
whereas in the second it would. In the August sample 
thP 111Pan adivity rates of marnmals, birds, and in
wrtebrates wPre 51, 48, (58 ffossings per day versus 
63, 66 and 235 in August. By scoring a plus if the 
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total daily activity increased, and a minus if it de
creased, a"nd then comparing these pluses and minuses 
with those of each group, the extent to which each 
major group contributed to the total pattern of varia
tion was d!'tPnnined. ::\Tan1malia11 adivity, inrluding 
most of the sciurids, diurnal Sorex, and JJlicrotus was 
sn1chronous with total adivity (l2s;c;; of the time, birds 
7"1 'Ir, n•ptilPs and amphibians 91%, and i1ffertebratcs 
8(iS;. Both 111am111als and birds were more synchro
nous in SPptP111lwr ( 7(Je;, and 80%). The results indi
eat<' that thP diurnal 111l'tcrological rh),thm is not a 
sirnph• rdk('tion of poikilotlwmt a!-tivity, but that 
P!HlotlH•n11s HI"!' also alfrd<'d particular])· during per
iods of rnainteuanc•p a!·tivit)'. 

Nocturnal activity is dominated by the mammals. 
]n thP August sarnplP there wPre :rnss rnammal cross
ings, 939 invertebrates, 504 reptiles and amphibians, 
155 mrnPlirls and mollusks. In September there 
wPn· 2202 rnammals, 1886 im·ertehrates, 695 rep
tiles and a111phihians, and 260 annelids and mol
lusks. ] 11 thesl' samples synchrony of the 4 groups 
to thP total activity was 11i:un1nals 95%, rPptiles and 
arnphibians 71 S';, · annelids and mollusks 62%, and 
invertelm1tc•s r/1 ~;. T]l(' total nwtrrolog"i!-al rhythm 
could b(• ('XJH'et!•d fro111 L•xothenn adi\·ity alom•, how
evPr, it is obvious that in thl'S!' PxamplPs, mammals, 
hP<':mse of thPir don1ina11rP, eould easily have estab
lishPd a11 isostntie situation wh,•rPin total a!·tivity 
would han• lwPn rathc•r constant or independent of 
the wPatlwr. The prin!'ipal f'linrntic faetor which af
fr!'ts JH'ak mammalian a(·tiyity is rain, whereas tem-
1wraturP alnnp affects rnost invrrtebrates exclusive of 
irnnPlids and 111ollusks, and finally, both ternpPraturrs 
:wd rain affrd amphibian a,·tivit)·. \VhPn hoth rain 
and wann nodurnal t!•m1wratur<cs oc<·u1· togpthcr as 
on ,\ ug'. -I and SP pt. 10, :i sharp risP in activit:v can 
Jw expec·tecl, hut whrn t,·111pf'ratun•s rise \\·ithout noc
turnal min tlw J)('aks arP not as great (s('<' ,\ug. 4 
and 8). \\'h!'n tPrnp<•rnture ris('S on a eloud:' night 
rain 0<'!'lll"S 011 tlH, m".:t nig'ht, as te111pPratun• falls a 
platP:rn of high a,•ti1·ity is ereatPd hy till' ('OtllJH'll
saton· diffrrp11c•(•s in ratrs of a!'ti\·it_1· lwtw!'!'n thr 
exotl;!'l"llls all(] c•ndotlH•n11s. 

Thc•n' shoulrl Pxist a rrlation bl'twP<'ll Pnngy flow 
all(] aeti,·it)· aml fH'riods of high activit)· ,hould re
latP to pPriods of produetion rather than maintenance. 
If thPs!' as,smnptions :in• true, thPu 11·p could assume 
that .suc1•pss of diurnal populations is ri'lated to the 
m1111hrr of wnrm .smtll\' aftpn10011s, and that of nnc
tur11:J] popnlatioHs to tit<' 1m1nrH't' of ni;.d1ts with doud 
e0\"(•r a11d/or r::in duriHg thP smrn1]('r. This aspect 
rnig·ht also lw an important (')"itl'rion in ddPrmining 
thP :wogpogTaphi!'a! lin1its of populations. This is 
parti,-ulal"l)' irnportaut wlwrP rain is eoncerned. The 
ti11H• of n1inf:ill (•an lw V<'ry i111portant (day or night) 
hut the quantity is 111ur·h Jpss so. To take Oil!' extrPme, 
if all min fr]] duri11g thP dliy, and all nights WPre 
f'lpar, c•(•1·iai11l>· ar·tivity would Jw low, and possibly 
<Jlll)· high pnongh to allow rnaint!•mmee freding. Thus 
a largp portion of ear·h population might not survive 
the wiHtP1·. Sin1ilady, thP nmnher of da)'S during 

which threshold temperatures arc reached is more im
portant than the maximum, minimum, or mean tem
peratures. 

AC'fI\"ITY IN~'LUENCED BY THE Turn m' 
CLI"lilATIC J,!n:NTS 

lt has been shown that total animal a.ctivity fluctu
ates in a pattern which relates well to the different 
stages of each weather system. Although a good ma_ny 
of the species involved eontributed to the activity 
pattern, only a few played a dornina~t role. It is 
from an1ong· these few, whose aetiv,ty fluctuates 
dramatically under different meteorological conditions, 
that examples will he drawn to show the possible 
types of responses to the tirne at which climati_c 
evPnts occur. The species drawn upon will be Zapod1-
dac, JJlicrotus, Sorex, InYPrtPbrnta, Bufo and Tliam
nophis. 

HPnctions to daytime rain were referred to in the 
interpretation of the phenologieal histograms. At that 
timP it was pointed out that invertebrate activity was 
suppressed during rainy days, while both JJlicrotus 
and Sorex were stimulated. 'fo demonstrate the effect 
of the rainfall alone on these, the pereentage of total 
activity w:,s determined for the following sub-per
iods; 2-4 hr and 0-2 hr before the rain, the 2-hr 
period following the onset of rain and 2-4 hr period 
after the onset of rain. The following results were 
obtai!led: InvertPbrates 36, 30, 9 and 24%, Sorex 23, 
18, 27 and 33<;"{ and JJlicrot11s 2, 2, 53 and 42%. 
These results elearly indicate suppressions of inverte
brate aetivity by rain, no effect 011 Sorex, and accele
ration of Mil'rotHs activit)·. The different readions of 
thr latter 2 is intPrPsting lwcause these 2 species 
utili,w eomrnon runways in the fields, and both have 
similar respm1sps to ·rndeorological conditions (i.e. 
irn·n•asPcl aetivih on doud:· and rainy days). 

ThP pf"frl't on invPrtPhrat!'s of thr time during \Yhich 
doud r•ovpr oc·eurs during tlw day is shown hy graphs 
A, B :rnd C (Fig. 20). ClPar days produeP a fairly 
sv1m11etric-al distribution of aetivity ovf'r the daylight 
];ours, !mt adi,,it)' drcrPasl'S durillg that part of the 
dav \\·hirh is doudv. On rkar da)·s Tltmnnophis ac
ti;itv is bimodal, l;ut a unimodal curvP is produced 
whP~ therP is (•loud in tlw A:\I or P.:VI. The mode 
O!'CUrs in the sunny part of the day. Exeeptions to 
this rule occur on very warm and cloudy days ( e.g. 
around 70° F.) whPn snakPs are continuously active. 

It nmst lw pointc,d out hPre that the numbpr of 
da)'S of Pa!'h type• usPd to eonstruet the graphs of 
both Figs. 20 and 21 "·as vpry variable. Only clear
cut exarnples WffP usPd, and as a n•sult only 50% 
of all davs could b\' used. This then brings up the 
point that ,rny di<'l activity pattrrn whieh is affected 
hv a c-Jimatie eondition is onl:v as important as its 
p;,ohahility of oer·m-rPm'e. Thrrr~mP, thou?h the 
situations depieted only orcurrPd m approximately 
4-20'.'/ of tlw rases, and might have little influence 
on r·om11mnit\' funl'tion or the evolution of the spe
!'iPs, tlwr~ is ·an a!•adm1ie interPst in detPrmining ~he 
orwrativP lll('<'lrnnisms inYolvPd in slnftmg activity 
pattPrns. 
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FIG, 20. Circa<lian rhythm cu1·ves of invertebrate arnl 
snakP netivitY llll(lPr various clollil tml(litions. Curves 
are haspd o,; the means of the hourly percentages of 
total ,laily aeth-ity, N is thi, numher of days in each 
sarnvle. 'rhe Yf'rtical li11e u1Hler eaeh cn1Te is the tiinc 
at 1diich 50'/r of the total activity has occurred. 

.:'JG. ~l. ~[odiiicatio11s of circadian rhythms clue to 
douu cover aud time of precipitation, Curves were calcu
Jatctl in the way uescribed in the eaption of Fig. 20, 

The distribution of the percentage of hourly activ
,ty under diffrrent nocturnal dirnatic conditions is 
variable for the groups analyzed. Both Figs. 20 and 
Jl show the distributions of aetivity on clear and 
cloudy nights. On cloudy nights without rain, inverte
brates, JI icrot,rn, Sore.c and B ufo curves become 
bimodal, or in the latter case, trimodal with a con
siderable shift of activity toward the later part of 
the night. This represents curves formed under 
neither restricted nor accelerating climatic conditions. 

These curves also represent the closest approximation 
possible, under uncontrolled conditions, to situations 
under which animals usually find themselves in con
trolled laboratory experiments. It is noteworthy that 
these conditions would prohably occur once in every 
10 nights in this region. Fig. 21 shows a dramatic 
ehange in the activity pattern of Microtus. This oc
curs bec1mse they are arhythmic and have already 
respoll(kd to the rain regardless of the dark. Zapodi
daP, Sore.x: and B11f o on the other hand respond as 
tlw light intensity decreases and the latter rPmains 
more active later in the night than they do under 
clear conditions. This reaction to rain at dusk causes 
/50';{ of the Mierotus, Sorc.c and Bufo aetivity to 
occur in a period which inc~ludcs predusk and two 
hours of dark. Beeause rain initiates a micro1nigra
tion of Xapaeozapus, it is understandahle that the 
reaction to rain would not necessarily shift the in
tPnsity of activity toward either the beginning or end 
of the night, hut it would rather flatten the curve to 
produce a morp homogeneous distrihution. 

Hain within 4 hr of dusk, in all examples, affects 
a surge of activity. It is interesting to note that the 
initial increase in nocturnal activity remains apparent 
in all eases, hut is more pronounced in the more 
primitive species, 

Later rain, 4 hr after dusk, has little effect in stimu
lating Zapodidae, Sorc.1: and B11fo activit~,, with one 
exePption. This occurred on the night of July 22 at 
24.00-2.00 hours when N apaeo.rnpus reacted to the 
rain. Jlicrot11s reacted to late hour rains, not so much 
h~' producing an exeessive at'tivity peak, but more 
b)' a prolongation of relatively high activity. If there 
were 110 rPaction at all, then these curves should have 
the, saine form as those under cloudy conditions, but 
they do not. Possibly the relative humidity, baro
nwtric pressure or temperature differenees which 
might oecur under thf'Sf' specific conditions might be 
rPsponsih]p for these differern•f'S. 

CO:\IP,\RISOX OF ACTIVITY BET\VEEX THE 
DTSCHETE DAT.A 1963 & COXTIXVOUS 

DATA 1964 
TrPnds of the 1964 daily-adivity cun·es were com

pared to the 196,1 ecotone data. 
Tamiasci11r11s activity at the end of ,June, ,July, Au

gust and mid-Oetober followed the smne pattern over 
the 2 Y<'ars. 'i'hPre was onlv a weak inerease at the 
end of .August, hut this represented only the end of 
fond storagP period. The Tamias curve does not indi
eate a hig·lwr pe1·iod of actii·ity toward the Pnd of 
the season, hut again storage might not have begun 
in late August. The largest discrepancy was in the 
Ol·tolwr activit)-. ·where there had heen virtually no 
aetivit>- in mid-Octoher 1963, then• was as much in 
Oetobpr 1964 as there had heen at thP end of June, 
,July and August. 

J,ep11s activity did not conform, but this is not sur
prising in that a good portion of the activity which 
occurred during the penk period of August 1964 was 
caused by 2 young hare which were born near the 
transect. 
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Peromyscus at the end of June 1963 had a run of 
three adive days in which the activity had gone from 
2-11 for the first 4 days and up to nO, (i8 and 33 
during the last 3 days. This certainly could have 
been due to mating activity, and this could have 
shifted the low periods of activity which normally 
follow mating activity. The activity at the end of 
July ranged from 2-24 with no hyperactive peak days. 
In P.3 and P.4, 1963, Peromyscus activity was rela
tively much lower than that in 1964. 

The Zapodidae activity trends were similar over the 
2 years, hut as in the case of the sciurids, the dis
crete P.2 occurred just at the start of the Zapodidae's 
most active period. 

Clcthrionomys, although trappable from early 
spring to late fall, seem to tra ve 1 over the litter for 
only a short period of the year. This phenomena 
reoccurred in 1964 but about 2 weeks later. 

Both the Microtus and Sore:c trends compare very 
wpll ovPr th!! two yPars, although JJficrotus activity 
could have been a little higher in P.3, HJG3. 

Among the mamnialian species with small numbers, 
comparisons should not be drawn, hut certainly the 
'I'alpidne trPnd did not conform and might have been 
reYersed. 

Among the birds, I<'ringillidae and Picidae were 
fused in thP 196:l data, the fit is good. lfonasa fits 
wrli and no I'hilol1cla would have been expected on 
the datf's in which the lfl(i::l data were taken, with 
thP !'xr·rption of OctobPr. 

The invertebratPs, amphibians and reptiles all con
forn1Pd rigidly in their phenological nctivity trends 
over thP two :vears. 

In total, this il](lif•ates that the plwnological events 
of amphibians, reptilPs, birds and invertPhrates are 
well r·,tablished 1wriodical rwnts, whereas in the 
ma11rn1als only high activity periods due to storage 
rrocrur at approxirnately the sallle date every year. 
Thr time ut whieh modifi!',ations in rates of activity 
duP to reprodurtion oeeur, arc variable. As a rPsult, 
short ,sampling periods are less reliahlf' for maurnrnls 
1md if the periods are 110t rlosPly Pnough spacl'd, 
nrnjor eYPnts might hP Pntirely missl'd. Sampling, 
during the eourse nf a summpr at onP month intervals, 
,Pems extrPllle and risky. 

TUE KU:\rBER 01<' SPECIES IX TBIE 

K onnally wlwn a fip]d problem is u!HlPrtaken, de
termination of a minimum sample area is of the great
Pst importmwP. In cmmimnitr ecology where some 
animals lrnve PxtremPly large ranges, a new approach 
111ust lw rnvisagP!L J\linilllum salllp!e size can he 
arriwd at hy usP of speriPs-area <·ur-VPS (Kendeigh, 
19fil). Tlwsp imply instantaneous eounts, and are 
thPrPfnn· only praetieal for sPd!'ntary speciPs such as 
plants and somP very Slllall animals. vVhen using 
this trnrking mPthod we f•an introduce the concept of 
tilllP. Fig. 22 is a species-time curve derived from 
thP 19G4 continuous data. The base number 20 in
dudes gPnrral <•atPgories, such as birds, invertebrata, 
Rana, l'tc., rather thnn species. This does not affect 

40 
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~30 
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"' .. 
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ACCUMULATION OF SPECIES IN TIME 

ACTIVITY PHASE 

Ld--eASIC ACTIVITY TIME UNIT 

moo~~ oo oo ro oo ~ oo ,m 
JULY 

160 DAYS 

' NOV. 

Fm. 2:2. Numlier of sperics in time curve. The x at 
20 uenoks the total of all species recorded on the first 
day. In this stu,lv the '.20 inrluded all the complex 
groups. The o's · represent additional species which 
crossed the track at later dates. This curve only repre
sents the active season. 

the thesis, as the data start well after spring immigra
tion has occurred. The remaining points represent 
new species crossing the transPct. The curve demon
strates the following: 

( 1) In the first 7 days there was an accelerated 
increase in new species. The species represented are 
the basic units of the community. The climatological 
cvcle for the 7 davs included rain, a drv spell, warm
i~g temperatures ;md finally a second r;im;torm. This 
period, therefore, gave all resident populations which 
are influenced by climatological conditions an oppor
tunitv to become active. 

(2) From the 7th to the 50th day therP was a 
decline in the rate of accumulation of new species. 
These additions were skunks, grey squirn•ls and 
flickers, all of which were sporadic in using the area 
during the early part of the sumnwr. 

(3) Finall~·, the additions between the 50th day and 
100th daY wPre all fonns which were recorclPd once 
or onlv ~n a frw isolated occasions. This 3rd period 
repres~'nts an exploratory and/or dispersal phase. I 
would expert that the first 2 plrnses should apply as 
a general rule when'as the 3rd would depend largely 
on the position and type of area being studied. 

From this it can he comluded that the shortest 
period required to dt>termine the resident community 
would he approximately 2 wePks, assuming this period 
included at least 1 eomplete 1veather cycle. 

CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNIKG THE 
AN"ALYSIS OF DAILY ACTIVITY 

The activitv data of a single day are worthless. 
ThPre an', aside from differences due to chance alone, 
nrnnv fnctors which influence animal activity. The 
clirn~te in relation to the weather system, the precise 
time at which cloud cover or rain occurs, the speed 
of the fronts, all have important hearing on the rate 
of aninrnl activity in time. For those species which 
arc influpnced hv weather and particularly those be
coming hyperactive due to climatological events, die! 
time ;nalvsis of activitv can be vPry biased. Hyper
active su;ges in adivifv due to rain migllt produce 
a second pmk of activity in a singlP day which is 
several times that of the activity prior to the rain. 
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The activity over a weather cycle is more reliable, 
but again the higher hyperactivity of the last day of 
a cycle could still bias the information from preced
ing days particularly during higher periods of activ
ity. Inadvertently the analysis of the modes of ac
tivity presented earlier was an ideal situation because 
each period was represented by a few days midway 
through a weather cycle, thus eliminating the possi
b-ility of incorporating biased hyperactivity due to 
climate. Days of exceptionally high activity due to 
mating could not be circumvented. 

One of the main points of this section is that 
studies of activity must be approached from a new 
point of view. Activity must be analysed by: 1) 
grouping similar days of different weather systems, 
2) using only examples of weather systems from 
within a hiophenological event and 3) comparing the 
relative levels of activity from one year to the next. 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the text sub-summaries and conclusions 
were indicated within each section. However, the 
work on this project was carried out in what might 
be called mechanical stages. For this reason a brief 
summary must be made, not in the order presented 
thus far, but rather in the light of the hierarchy of 
activity parameters. 

Qualitatively the location of the transect with re
spect to the structure of the vegetation is of greatest 
importance. The greater the variability of the vegeta
tional structures the greater the number of species. 
The ecotone in this case was extreme. A subordinate 
factor which also contributed to the diversity of spe
cies was the location of the transect in relation to 
the general topography. The ecotone was quite close 
to a stream and obviously intercepted a thoroughfare 
along which animals moved parallel to the creek bed 
and the open fields. The woods transect was on a 
terrace which constituted a deadend, with the result 
thnt even during the dispersal phase no large ani
umls, other than deer, crossed it. Likewise, a few of 
the species active on the field transect were there sim
ply because of the proximity of the creek or the 
riparian wgetation and the surrounding savannas. 

A seeond major division relating to the qualitative 
asped of eommunitiPs, is time. The tram;C'ct is fixed 
and animals rnm·p, therefore, it is only a qul'stion of 
time before all spe<·ies which inhabit the area, cros;; 
it. The minimum period of time needed to detect nil 
thP bnsic spPcics within a phenologicnl phase of the 
eommunit~, is one full wl'ather system. During the 
sun1mn 2 activity phases are evident. The first, 
ealled sporadic, is the period during which new spe
<'ies accumulate at rt relatively slow rate. These utilize 
the arPa frpquently but imonsistently or become resi
dents for only a short period of time. The second, 
ealled tlw dispersal phase, is the period during which 
tlw slope of the species-time curve inereases more 
rapidly than that of the sporadic activity phase. The 
nl'w s[H'cirs which are responsible for this are usually 
onlv cneountPred a few tirnes, arc totally inconsistent 

in their utilization, and individually probably only 
occasionally play a role in the metabolism of the 
community. 

The length of transect should theoretically affect 
both the qualitative and quantitative results if ani
mals move at random. This factor is of little impor
tance becnuse even the most primitive forms of ani
mals have specific areas or paths of spatial utiliza
tion for short periods of time, thus destroying the 
randomness of movement. The transects were arbi
trarily divided into 150 ft sections, but even these 
short sections were qualitatively representative of the 
complete tracks in similar vege,ational structures. 
The additional sections of the transects simply en
hanced the quantitative. aspect of the study with rela
tively little additional work effort. 

Quantitatively, the study of activity is far more 
complex. First and foremost the number of animals 
in each group will be the most important factor in 
producing activity. I have made no effort to deter
mine the number of animals involved in each group 
for the simple reason that in areas which are not 
bounded by barriers, transients can make up a very 
important part of the total activity. There were 
many shifts in area of utilization and migrations, 
, therefore, the number of individual animals which 
crossed even a section of transect could have been 
exceedingly large and menningless. The major ap
proneh of this study thus far is not the number of 
animals th:1t use an area over a period of time, but 
the amount of activity at discrete instances over a 
period of time. This is, in my opinion, by far the 
most importllnt factor in animal studies. Coa0ting 
speeies must be within stimulatory range to affect a 
response. This range is limited by time and space. 

Direct qunntitative comparisons of activity from 
one year to the 1wxt were not possible due to prob
able size diffen•nces of residual spring populations, 
hut thP tn•rnls of the activitv betwPen the 2 seasons 
werr fair]~, compnrable. The· consistent c,haracteristic 
of elrnng-<·s in rates of activity ovn the season re
flPtkd phenological events ,;hich included spatial 
.shifts in the populations. 

ThP elirnate illlpinged upon phenological events by 
advanC'ing, retarding or constricting periodical levels 
of plwnological netivity. Advnnces or retardation can 
0l"cur in any situation where nnimals depend on a 
spreific erop to prepare for overwintering. This 
would fll' partieularly true in the case of spermavores 
sul"h ns red squirrels, ehipmunks and probably in all 
malllntalian populations where the end of the repro
ductivr sPason affrets a perio<l of high food storage 
nctivity. In the latter case climate controls or at least 
!llodified activity. During the active season each 
weath<'r systPlll produces subfluctuations of activity 
within the phenological activity level. 

"\Yithin <'ach phenological aetivity level the varia
tions in daily activity eorrespond to specific climato
logieal <'Vl'nts. A rhythm of community activity is 
rstablished wherPby: (1) all activity is lowest when 
high pressure stable air is presPnt, (2) as the environ-
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ment dries and diurnal temperatures increase under 
sunlight diurnal poikilotherm activity increases, (3) 
when the cloud cover increases and nocturnal tem
peratures remain high the nocturnal animals become 
active, (4) finally, rain causes hyperactivity in many 
of the small nodurnal forms and of course this is 
most apparent among the amphibians if temperatures 
are above their threshold. 

The peaks of daily activity change in time. Diurnal 
speciPs usually have bimodal activity curves, while 
nocturnal forms have ,unimodal curves, When cli
matic conditions for nocturnal animal activity are at 
their optimum, good segregation in the peaks of ac
tivity occur. 'When conditions are less conducive to 
high activity, such as on cold clear nights, all the 
animals are active in the first few hours after dusk. 
From a coaction point of view this constriction of 
activity into a short period of time is not too critical 
because of the low density of activity. 

Termination of activity among the more primitive 
animals seems to be directly related to temperature. 
Amphibian activity is strictly nocturnal and tempera
ture bound. vVhen temperatures are not aboye 50° F 
at dusk Rufo actiYity is negligible. This temperature 
is less critical for Rana and Urodela, but the Eurycea 
only moYe during precipitation. Reptiles, the shrews, 
and ]1,Iicrotus arc arhythmic and as nocturnal tem
peratures cool, they shift from nocturnal to crepus
cular and thPn to diurnal peaks of activity. The 
snakes obviously rest in situations which are suscep
tible to rapid heating, because they respond to very 
short periods of warmth. 

Phenologiral events produce marked levels of activ
ity or, in the more primitive forms, periods during 
whieh activity may be high if the climatic conditions 
are right. Rpatial shifts in area of utilization are 
more closPly related to the phenological events of the 
vegetation. Then·fore, dirPctly or indirectly, all ani
mal activity is controlled by climate. 

The activit:,· of some of the higher animals is af
fected by wPathcr systems, but most primitive forms 
respond to minute differences in specific weather ele
ments. From a behavioristic viewpoint, the activity 
of the more advancPd forms is more stable from one 
day to the nPxt, but it is liable to undulate ( rise and 
fall over a 1wriod of a few days), particularly in the 
rPpr<Hlm·tive season bPcause of social grouping, mat
ing nctivity, gPstation, lactation, etc. The actfrity of 
advanced forms depends more on behaviorial patterns 
whereas tlw 1wtivit:,· of the more primitive forms is 
governed b:v physical factors. This constitutes a 
ph:,·si<'o-ethologiral activity gradient. 

To rn:,· knowledge this is the first comparative study 
of eontinuous community activity in an uncontrolled 
environn1ent. J<Jn-n though only a fragment of the 
possihle forms of presrntation are set forth at this 
time, tlw most essential parameters of activity at the 
eomrn1rnity levPl have been presented. 

Possibly the greatest contribution of this work is 
the technique itself. It has proven without doubt to 
be thP most practical, si111ple, economic and least 

biased way to get copious data on animal activity. 
Data on such phenomena as the time of phenological 
events, the effects of climate on activity, time of ac
tivity etc., are all procured simultaneously and can 
be analyzed in the light of identical parameters for 
other species occurring in the same community. 
Knowledge of the instantaneous density of community 
activity, along with its variability in any habitat 
would seem to be basic knowledge on which principles 
should be built. This technique offers the opportunity 
to get this type of knowledge. 

At this point it seems paradoxical that probably 
the greatest deterrent to rapid progress in animal 
ecology in the past ( the fact that animals move) is 
in fact the greatest asset in this approach to animal 
ecology at the community level. 

SUMMARY 

1. The time and location of activity of the com
ponents of 3 animal communities were determined by 
a sand transect technique. The technique consists of 
noting the direction and location of animal tracks 
made on 3 ft wide strips of fine sand several hundred 
feet long. The data were recorded every 2 hours 
night and day. 
2. Three sand transects (all within 0.5 miles) were 
established by l!J63; one 783 ft long in a field, a 
second of 450 ft in the woods and finally an ecotone 
transect which ran 450 ft through an open field and 
300 ft into the woods. 
3. In 1964 the ecotone transect was covered with a 
sheet of polyethelenc 6 ft wide suspended 6 ft high. 
This permitted continuous tracking over a period of 
165 days. Concurrent with activity measurements, 
climatological data were recorded. 
4. The study produced approximately 182,000 tran
sel't crossings and 20,000 climatological data which 
includPd temperatures, barometric pressure, wind 
spePd and direction, cloud cover, relative humidity 
and precipitation. Each transect crossing has a tem
poral and spatial dimension both of which can be 
influenced hy biological and physical factors. 
5. The community consisted of (a) invertebrates 
grouped as; arthropods ( o/k inches long and larger), 
annelids, mollusks and nematodes with nematomorpha 
and (b) /)8 species of vertebrates. Species, difficult 
to distinguish, were grouped together and this pro
duced :-rn major categories of vertebratPs. 
6. An analysis of spatial utilization in time, based 
on the 1963 data, revealed the following: (a) Signifi
eant shifts in area of utilization among and within 
transPcts, and situations whPre there was consistPnt 
prefon·nce for a restricted an'a. (h) The causes for 
periodie utilization of specific areas rangPd from 
phy,ieal factors for the more primitive forms, through 
migrations between reprodudion and feeding or over
wintt>ring and summer activity sites, to phpnological 
evPnts surh as changes in food and rovPr valuP. ( c) 
An analysis of the total woodland and field activity 
showed a greater tendency toward eomplete spatial 
utilization of the woods than the fields by the respec-
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I - THE YEAR - ANNUAL DIFFERENCES IN SIZES OF POPULATIONS 

2-THE SEASONS PHENOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
CHANGES IN RATES 

A - MAINTENANCE 

8, LOCATION OF ACTIVITY 

MIGRATION 

SYSTEMS 

LOW a CONSTANT llhillW&l1IJI 

B - REPRODUCTIO~ I~ 
ERRATIC a CYCLIC Ji.......J~ 

C- STORAGE hlll~i,hlll.111~ 
HIGH 8 CONSTANT~ 

0- MIGRATION 
SHORT PERIODS OF HIGH ACT. 

E- DISPERSAL 

MACROMIGRA TION 
MOVEMENT FROM OUTSIDE 
RESEARCH AREA. 

EX.· BIRDS 

MICROMIGRATION 
MOVEMENT WITHIN AREA. 

EX. - HERPTILES 

SPATIAL SHIFTS 
CHANGES BETWEEN RANDOM 
a SPECIFIC MOVEMENTS 
WITHOUT A CHANGE IN ARE>I 
OF UTILIZATION. 

EX.· RED SQUIRREL 

ERRATIC, OCCASIONAL 8 DISCONTINUOUS 

METEOROLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
CHANGES IN TOTAL ACTIVITY DURING AN 

AVERAGE WEATHER SYSTEM A - LOWEST NOCTURNAL MINIMUM TEMPERATURE 
-LOWEST NOCT. ACTIVITY OF CYCLE 

TOTAL 
DIURNAL 
ACTIVITY 

50°F.- - -

8 - LOWEST DIURNAL MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
-LOWEST DIURNAL ACTIVITY OF CYCLE 

C- INCREASING TEMPERATURES 
-INCREASED ACTIVITY 

D - CLOUD COVER 
DURING DAY MODIFIES TEMPS. SLIGHTLY BUT 

-- DECREASES ACT. OF MANY DIURNAL 
POI Kl LOTHERMS 

DURING NIGHT - HOT HOUSE EFFECT 8 
-- INCREASED OR PROLONGED ACTIVITY 

E- TEMPERATURES ABOVE 5O°F. AT SUNSET 
-- RELEASES NOCTURNAL POIKILOTHERM ACT. 

F- RAIN 
- LOW DIURNAL ACTIVITY 
___. HIGHTENED ACT. OF NOCTURNAL 8 

ARHYTHMIC SPECIES 

N.8. SEASONAL ADAPTATIONS TO MEET AVERAGE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS NEGATE ACT. VS. TEMP. RELATIONS 

4- TIME OF CLIMATIC EVENT CLIMATIC ACTIVITY 
A - CLOUD COVER 

BEFORE NOON 

B - RAIN 

RETARDS POIKILOTHERM ACT. 

11 · DURING THERMAL MAXIMUM 
SUPPRESSES POIKILOTHERM ACT. 

Ill· AFTER THERMAL MAXIMUM 
PROLONGS HIGH AFTERNOON ACT. 

IV· AT DUSK 
INCREASES NOCTURNAL ACT. 

I • DURING THE DAY 
SUPPRESSES ACT. OF INSECTS 
INCREASES ACT. OF M ICROTUS 
NO EFFECT ON NOCTURNAL FORMS 

II · AT DUSK OR SHORTLY AFTER 
HIGH ACT. IN MOST NOCT. ACTIVE FORMS 

IH · AT OR TOWARD DAWN 
HIGH ACT. IN MICROTUS, SOME AMPHIBIANS 
ZAPODIDAE DO NOT RESPOND 

FIG. ~:l. A s"·noptic outline of the hierarchy of climatic factors whieh affect actiYity. Each ma.ior level 
prP<lie,.t,•s th<' range of the potl'nt.ial activity at tho nrxt lower level. Exarnple~maintcnance activity (A. 
Nov.-April) is low when comparcil to storage activity (C. Aug.-Oct.) thcrpfore even under optimum climatic 
eornlitions of the ~ril and 4th level, the highest daily activity during maintenance will not be comparable to 
the rbily activity during stornge. The more primitive forms arc usually affected by factors at the 4th level 
whereas lllOre cvolvcrl forms arc more independent of climate and presumably more affl'ctcd by l,iotic factors. 
AlI species in this temperate area seem affected both hy the year and the srasons (level 1 & :l). 
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tive constituents. ( d) The activity of the animals 
at the forest edge was more constant over the 4 
periods than in the deeper woods or the field. ( e) Ac
tivih liiO ft inside the forest edge ,,,as usmilly higher 
and· that of the seeond 150 ft lower than the mean 
of the adivity along comparable sections in the deep 
woods. ( f) The de,·iations from static random utili
zation of the hahitat in (a) and (b) above werP 
related to phenological events of short duration while 
( c), ( d) and ( c) were general spatial utilization con
siderations not strictly related to phenology. 
7. s\n analysis of the 1964 data acquired under con
tinuous tracking eonditions permitted an evaluation 
of factors which might affect activity rates through
out most of the active sPason. The 1964 findings, 
coupled and integrated with those of the preceding 
year are summarized in the synoptic outline Fig. 23. 

This outline shows locomotory activity in nn un
controlled environment is controlled essentially by 
biotic and physical faetors at 4 levels, each of which 
controls the activity in the next lower level. 

A. Annual Level-A biological phenomenon at the 
population levPl included in the hierarchy outline he
<·ausc of its importance in the schema which follow. 

B. Phenological Level-Each phcnologfral period 
(e.g., a) maintenance, b) reproduction, etc.) is char
acterized by a specific trend and/or level of activity. 
These phPnologieal changes in activity rates are the 
most ubiquitous in that examples are found in prac
tically every species and group studied. The activity 
trends in time at this level are the most predictable 
of all 4 levels. 

C. :\Ieteorological Level-Through each weather 
svstern an oscillation of activity occurs. Both noc
t~rnal and diurnal activity are lowest throughout the 
first day following the passage of a weather system. 
The highest aetivity for diurnal animals occurs on 
the last clear day of the cycle, whereas the highest 
nocturnal activitv oceurs on the warmest cloudy 
night, usually the. last night of a cycle. If rain occurs 
during the night the activity of many species will 
increase. This rpsponse is higher and more consistent 
than that produced by climatic events and a greater 
number of spPcies are affected. 

D. Climatic Level-The rates of circadian activity, 
partieularl:v tlt<' more primitive forms, are often con
trollPtl by rlirnatic events. Within an active period, 
any devi:;tion from eharacteristic climatological events 
could eause a change in the rate of activity. Char
actf'ristic elimatological events are defined here as the 
mean mareh of temperatures for the speeific date 
along with clPar skys. Higher forms of mammals and 
birds arP yirtually unaffected by factors at this level, 
at least during the greater part of the summer. 

The hierarc•hy shows that detailed analysis of activ
ity needs be done using carefully selected examples, 
(a) within a single year's data, (b) taken during one 
phenological event, ( c) on equivalent types of days 
in the wrath er systems, ( d) taking into account that 
one climatic factor might either override or reinforce 
another in thPir effect on the rate of activity, and 

that the time and length of an event can also effect 
the rate of activity. 
8. When community activity is high there is a great
pr dispersion of the hours of peak activity of the 
different species than when activity is low. 
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